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Executive Summary
With declining costs of rooftop solar and ambitious California state energy policies, adoption of rooftop
solar has grown exponentially in PG&E’s territory. In total, roughly 25% of all U.S. rooftop solar
installations are in PG&E’s territory with over 275,000 customers currently with rooftop solar. PG&E
interconnects roughly 6,000 customers a month and the adoption of solar is expected to continue to
grow.
PG&E is committed to supporting the growing rate of solar adoption and additional Distributed Energy
Resources (DERs), like storage batteries and electric vehicles (EVs), while ensuring the safe and reliable
delivery of affordable energy and grid services. As the adoption of solar photovoltaic (PV) panels grows
in California, there is the potential risk of grid instability due to voltage and frequency fluctuations
caused by PV. Knowledge about the presence and performance of these devices is essential for ensuring
safety and reliability of the grid management, while also complying with California Public Utilities
Commission (CPUC) rulings and decisions, including Electric Rule 211.
While customers in PG&E territory are required to comply with Rule 21, customers or their solar
providers must voluntarily submit an interconnection authorization application. This application is
important because it either queues up the process to verify the grid can feasibly support the customers’
generator or determines if the proposed PV installation will require appropriate upgrades for PG&E to
host the generator. At this time, there is no process to verify that an interconnection application has not
been submitted, which poses a potential safety and reliability risk to PG&E customers. Additionally,
these solar customers would not benefit from Net Energy Metering (NEM) pricing if they do not
complete the interconnection process.
Project Purpose:
To address these stated challenges, PG&E executed an EPIC project, referred in short as Automatic
Identification (ID) of Photovoltaic (PV) Resources, with three primary goals:
1. Determine feasibility and accuracy of identifying unauthorized solar PV devices, including
predicting the size of a solar PV system;
2. Validate the ability, process and conversion rate when automatically contacting the customer if
an unauthorized interconnection is identified; and
3. Identify underperforming solar PV devices.
Key Accomplishments:
The following is a summary of the key accomplishments of the project:
 The solar detection algorithm used customer Net Energy Metering (NEM) data from the
SmartMeterTM and other relevant data sources, such as weather, to predict the presence of a
solar system. The algorithm developed in this project achieved a precision of 99% 2.

1

Electric Rule 21 is a tariff that describes the interconnection, operating and metering requirements for generation facilities to
be connected to a utility’s distribution system over which the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) has jurisdiction.
2
Precision is a statistical measure that measures the ratio of how many customers actually have a solar system over the total
number of customers identified. By way of example, a 99% precision means that if 100 customers are identified by the
algorithm, 99 indeed have a solar system (true positives) and 1 customer does not (false positive).

1
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The solar generation detection model, along with the PG&E interconnection database, was used
to generate a list of unauthorized interconnections (UIs)3.
PG&E ultimately identified 53 suspected UIs out of the sample of 72,306 customers (an
incidence rate of 0.06%). Of the single-family home sample, PG&E identified 45 suspected UIs
out of a sample of 49,865 (and incidence of 0.09%).
PG&E leveraged the algorithm to analyze the full customer data set in PG&E’s territory and
found a total of 1,287 total UIs as of August 29, 2016 and PG&E will follow-up to provide
appropriate notice and information to these customers regarding their compliance obligations.
PG&E validated the size of the PV systems in the interconnection database with the output of
the sizing model to ensure correctness of the interconnection data by using the solar sizing
model, which used customer meter data to predict the electrical output capacity of a customers’
solar installation. The solar sizing model showed a predictive capability of -8% (i.e. on average,
the model under predicts the size of a solar system by 8%).
PG&E developed a model to determine if a PV system is not operating optimally or is not
functioning at all. The precision achieved with this algorithm is 75%, meaning that only three out
of four customers with PV failures are correctly identified. Key data inputs leveraged solar
customers’ AMI data, as well as characteristics from the solar system based on PG&E’s
interconnection database. As PG&E considers potentially offering a notification service to its
customers, the algorithm would need to be further improved.
PG&E developed a dashboard to track the incidence and geographical clustering of UIs to enable
PG&E to monitor and track new UIs and the resolution of existing UIs.
PG&E mailed letters to 58 customers that were identified to have an unauthorized solar PV
interconnection. Of the customers contacted, 53% of the customers responded to the letter by
calling PG&E to resolve the discrepancy or initiate the interconnection process. Of the 58
customers, 32% of them proactively initiated the interconnection process within 6 weeks of
receiving a letter.

Key Takeaways
 PG&E can accurately identify an unauthorized interconnection, predict the size of the PV system
and contact the customer that has been determined to have an unauthorized PV
interconnection with the end goal to convert these customers’ systems to appropriately
interconnected systems and enable these customers to benefit from the NEM tariff.
 The project enabled new data pathways from various databases into an Integrated Data
Analytics (IDA) platform, which allowed for optimized data synchronization between
SmartMeterTM databases, the interconnection database, and billing / service point IDs.
 Three primary reasons were identified regarding why customers did not complete the
interconnection process: (1) the contractor did not initiate or complete the interconnection
process (e.g. the contractor went out of business); (2) the contractor installed the PV system
prior to submitting the interconnection application, which was held up due to engineering
concerns identified (e.g. requiring an upgrade to the transformer); and (3) the customer
knowingly did not request the interconnection.
 The predictive capability of the underperforming PV system model is not yet sufficient to
warrant considering a full scale implementation at this stage. This is due to both sensitivity (how

3

An Unauthorized Interconnection (UI) is a photovoltaic system connected in parallel to the PG&E
Distribution System that does not have a permission to operate (PTO) from the utility.
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completely underperformance is identified among the entire population) and precision (how
few false positives among the suspected underperforming systems) metrics in the algorithm.
Recommended Next Steps
PG&E is currently evaluating the approach for operationalizing the Solar Detection Algorithm and
related notification processes to provide appropriate notice and information to customers regarding
their compliance obligations and corrective action options. Additionally, PG&E will explore
operationalizing the under-/mal-performance of a PV system only once improvements are made to the
precision and accuracy of the algorithm, which may be feasible by more narrowly defining PV
underperformance, and including more variables for shorter periods of truncation (number days after
failure) by obtaining more information to help pick out the signal from the noise when limited data is
available. Once so, there is the potential for PG&E to offer a notification service to customers for a
malfunctioning or underperforming PV system.
Additionally, the analytical framework developed and the supporting IT infrastructure has broad
application potential that will be evaluated for further opportunities. These opportunities range from
detecting erroneously installed meters or tampered meters to detecting presence and performance of
other DERs, including but not limited to wind, EVs, energy storage, etc. PG&E will continue to explore
additional uses of the algorithm developed outside of the scope of this project.
Conclusion
This project successfully achieved all of its key objectives, and in doing so, has captured key learnings
that can be leveraged by other utilities and industry members to understand key inputs necessary to
identify a PV system (or additional DERs), filter for those identified systems with unauthorized
interconnections, support high quality interconnection records by validating the size of PV systems,
understand the limitations in the ability to detect if a PV system is underperforming or not functioning,
and develop a process to engage with solar customers to provide appropriate notice to customers of
their compliance obligation to complete the interconnection process.
Through the work executed in this technology demonstration project and documented in this report,
PG&E has identified opportunities to improve safety and reliability of grid services by identifying likely
instances of a UI, and notifying the identified customers of their compliance obligations. By knowing if
there are more PV systems or malfunctioning and underperforming PV systems on the grid, PG&E can
work to ensure customers fulfill the interconnection process, which aids in proactively supporting
reduced potential for voltage and frequency fluctuations.
Ultimately, PG&E plans to leverage the results of this EPIC project by taking this project to the next step
and evaluating the approach for operationalizing the Solar Detection Algorithm and related notification
processes by providing appropriate notice and information to identified UI customers regarding their
compliance obligations.

3
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1.0

Introduction

This report documents EPIC Project 1.21, “EPIC 1.21 – Pilot Methods for Automatic Identification of
Distributed Energy Resources (such as Solar PV) as They Interconnect to the Grid to Improve Safety &
Reliability,” including the project’s achievements, highlights key learnings from the project that have
industry-wide value, and identifies future opportunities for PG&E and others to leverage this project. In
short, the project is referred throughout the report as “Automatic Identification (ID) of Photovoltaic (PV)
Resources.”
The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) passed two decisions that established the basis for this
technology demonstration program. The CPUC initially issued D. 11-12-035, Decision Establishing Interim
Research, Development and Demonstrations and Renewables Program Funding Level4, which established
the Electric Program Investment Charge (EPIC) on December 15, 2011. Subsequently, on May 24, 2012,
the CPUC issued D. 12-05-037, Phase 2 Decision Establishing Purposes and Governance for Electric
Program Investment Charge and Establishing Funding Collections for 2013-20205, which authorized
funding in the areas of applied research and development, technology demonstration and deployment
(TD&D), and market facilitation. In this later decision, CPUC defined TD&D as “the installation and
operation of pre-commercial technologies or strategies at a scale sufficiently large and in conditions
sufficiently reflective of anticipated actual operating environments to enable appraisal of the
operational and performance characteristics and the financial risks associated with a given technology.”6
The decision also required the EPIC Program Administrators7 to submit Triennial Investment Plans to
cover three-year funding cycles for 2012-2014, 2015-2017, and 2018-2020. On November 1, 2012, in
A.12-11-003, PG&E filed its first triennial Electric Program Investment Charge (EPIC) Application at the
CPUC, requesting $49,328,000 including funding for 26 Technology Demonstration and Deployment
Projects. On November 14, 2013, in D.13-11-025, the CPUC approved PG&E’s EPIC plan, including
$49,328,000 for this program category. Pursuant to PG&E’s approved EPIC triennial plan, PG&E initiated,
planned and implemented the following project: 1.21 Automatic Identification (ID) of Photovoltaic (PV)
Resources. Through the annual reporting process, PG&E kept CPUC staff and stakeholder informed on
the progress of the project. The following is PG&E’s final report on this project.

4

http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/WORD_PDF/FINAL_DECISION/156050.PDF.
http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/WORD_PDF/FINAL_DECISION/167664.PDF.
6
Decision 12-05-037, p. 37.
7
Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E), San Diego Gas & Electric (SDG&E), Southern California Edison (SCE), and the California Energy
Commission (CEC).
5
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2.0

Project Summary

This section summarizes the industry gap that the project addresses, as well as the project’s objectives,
the scope of work, and major tasks, milestones, and their corresponding deliverables. The project was
authorized in November 2013 and concluded operations in November 2016.

2.1 Issue Addressed
With declining costs of rooftop solar and ambitious California state energy policies, adoption of rooftop
solar has grown exponentially in PG&E’s territory. In total, roughly 25% of all U.S. rooftop solar
installations are in PG&E’s territory with over 275,000 customers currently with rooftop solar. PG&E
interconnects roughly 6,000 customers a month and the adoption rate of customer-sited solar is
expected to continue to grow.
PG&E is committed to supporting the growing rate of solar adoption and additional Distributed Energy
Resources (DERs), like storage batteries and electric vehicles (EVs), while ensuring the safe and reliable
delivery of affordable energy and grid services. As the adoption of solar PV panels grows in California,
there is the potential risk of grid instability due to voltage and frequency fluctuations caused by PV.
Knowledge about the presence and performance of these devices are essential for ensuring safety and
reliability of the grid, while also complying with CPUC rulings and decisions, including Electric Rule 218.
While customers in PG&E territory are required to comply with Rule 21 by completing the
interconnection process, customers or their solar providers must voluntarily submit an interconnection
authorization application with the utility. This request must be reviewed and approved, upon which the
interconnection may be authorized and the customer account is usually placed on a net metered
electricity rate. Among the initiatives aimed to ensure a timely, accurate and customer friendly
processing of the interconnection applications, PG&E launched a fully-online interconnection portal for
installers to submit interconnection applications. This fully-online application has made the process to
submit an interconnection application even easier for the customer; however, it did not address the
discrepancies that arise due to customer/installer failure to file an interconnection application.
Ensuring customers have a completed and accurate interconnection application is important for a
number of key reasons:
 Excessively high penetration rates of PV on feeders that are not accounted for may experience
flicker, voltage fluctuations or exceed thermal ratings due to reverse power flow that could
compromise service reliability. The interconnection process queues up the activity to verify the grid
can host the unique generator or will recommend appropriate upgrades in order to host the
generator to ensure compliance with Rule 21. Without accurate PV location data, a utility is unable
to accurately plan system upgrades based on the load and amount of distributed generation behind
that equipment. Underestimation of the actual amount of solar due to unreported or inaccurately
reported interconnections could lead to voltage problems or other reliability issues.
 There may be impacts to accurate distribution planning. Reliably predictable generation profiles at
geographically granular levels are essential for forecasting and planning purposes. Depending on
spatial and temporal alignment of solar PV with local distribution demand peaks, distribution
capacity upgrades may be either deferred or accelerated. When generation from PV at a customer
location surpasses consumption at a particular point in time, this creates a reverse power flow onto
8

Electric Rule 21 is a tariff that describes the interconnection, operating and metering requirements for generation facilities to
be connected to a utility’s distribution system over which the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) has jurisdiction.
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the local circuit. Knowing where solar is located can help operators and planners to mitigate and
minimize these impacts.
Customers may experience a safety risk. Those customers that have not received interconnection
authorization may have unknowingly bypassed important building code requirements when
installing their PV system. A recent literature review9 of potential safety issues associated with UIs
found that, while a small risk exists for utility workers who are servicing circuits with unidentified PV
systems present as well as other risks, the most tangible risk from UIs are present on the customer
side of the meter, including risk of fire and electrocution.
Solar customers would not benefit from Net Energy Metering (NEM) pricing if they do not complete
the interconnection process.

Ensuring unidentified underperforming PV systems is important for a number of key reasons for both
the utility and the customers:
 Customers with underperforming rooftop solar do not realize the full benefits of their solar system
because they are unaware of the issue.
 Failure to accurately forecast net load for specific areas of the distribution system can result in
operational challenges and subsequent reliability issues.
 PG&E is unable to accurately plan system upgrades based on the observed load patterns at various
points in the distribution system. There are safety and reliability implications due to inaccurate
estimates of solar production because of the inability to compare solar production with hosting
capacity—the ability to integrate solar given existing equipment. Each distribution circuit has a
certain amount of hosting capacity. Without adequate hosting capacity, high levels of solar on the
grid can lead to problems such as overvoltage that can put customers and utility crews at risk. It can
also lead to surges that can damage customers' appliances and damage utility equipment, as well as
more produce flicker to customers.
All of this means it is increasingly important for planners and operators to know and maintain a system
of record where distributed PV capacity is located and how much it is producing. Prior to this project,
however, there was no process to verify that an interconnection application has not been submitted,
which poses a potential safety and reliability risk to PG&E and customers.

2.2 Project Purpose
To address these above stated challenges, PG&E executed this EPIC project with three primary goals:
1. Determine feasibility and accuracy of identifying unauthorized solar PV devices, including predicting
the size of a solar PV system;
2. Validate the ability, process and conversion rate when automatically contacting the customer if an
unauthorized interconnection is identified; and
3. Identify underperforming solar PV devices.

9

Nexant. “Potential Safety Issues with Unauthorized Interconnections Report.” June 25, 2016.
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2.3 Project Scope
The project’s primary focus was to identify unauthorized interconnections (UIs), determine the accuracy
of detecting PV system (under)performance, contact the customer if they were determined to be
unauthorized and validate the conversion rate of the contacted the customer. The project was
conducted in two phases, each with its own different work stream:
1. Phase 1: Identify Unauthorized Interconnections
2. Phase 2: Identify PV System Performance

7
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3.0

Phase 1: Identify Unauthorized Interconnections (UIs)

PG&E assessed available data and predictors that could be leveraged for the algorithm to detect
unauthorized interconnections (UIs).In addition to identifying UIs, this project also examined the ability
to use load data to predict the size of PV systems, with the goal of identifying customers who increased
the capacity of their PV system without notifying PG&E (which is also a form of unauthorized
interconnection).
In addition to algorithm development, a process for automatically reaching out to identify UIs was
developed, which is further discussed in Section 3.3.8 Customer Outreach Results and Appendix F –
Potential Business Process to Manage Identified Unauthorized Interconnection.
This section describes the datasets used and the steps taken to create an algorithm that identifies UIs, as
well as the estimated accuracy of the algorithm. The section also describes the efforts undertaken to
develop a model that predicts the size of PV systems, as well as the investigation into the predictive
power of SmartMeterTM voltage data.

3.1 Data Sources
Three main classes of data were available for model development:
1. Customer interval data;
2. Solar interconnection data; and
3. Data correlated with local solar production.
Residential customer interval data consists of hourly energy usage data (channel 1) and excess energy
generation data that is exported back to PG&E (channel 2). Solar interconnection data in the PG&E
Interconnection Database consists of submitted applications which have been approved or applications
still under review, as well as customer demographic and account information which indicates NEM
status. Variables correlated with local solar production include local sunset and sunrise times,
temperature, humidity, cloud cover, etc. All data either came from PG&E or is easily accessible by
PG&E’s internal systems, so that the resulting algorithm could be easily implemented and brought to
scale as needed.
Data from these three classes of data were combined to produce an analysis dataset including customer
load data, weather data, and a known albeit imperfect assignment of PV and non-PV ownership (based
on the interconnection database and known NEM status). The customers in this dataset were a
randomly sampled, representative subset of PG&E residential customers. In addition, SmartMeterTM
voltage data was available for a sample of customers, which was also used tested for its ability to predict
the presence of PV.
3.1.1

Customer Interval Data
The customer load data provided by PG&E included channel 1 and 2 read at hourly intervals for the
three month period from March to May 2015. This data consisted of 241,023 residential customers.
Basic customer characteristics were also used to identify customers living in single family homes. This
allowed for a repeat of the analysis using single-family homes only after first building the model using
the full set of customers.
Table 3-1 shows customer counts and percentages by local capacity area (LCA) for the full PG&E
population and for the sample used in the analysis dataset.

8
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Table 3-1: Customer Counts by LCA, Full population and Dataset Sample (n = 241,023)
Local Capacity Area

3.1.2

Full Population

Dataset Sample

Count

%

Count

%

NA

51,528

1.09

2,490

1.03

Greater Bay Area
Greater Fresno Area
Humboldt

2,132,170
347,219
123,658

45.1
7.34
2.62

109,633
17,628
5,751

45.49
7.31
2.39

Kern
North Coast and North Bay

213,697
405,129

4.52
8.57

10,835
19,925

4.5
8.27

Other

960,550

20.32

49,082

20.36

Sierra
Stockton
Total

249,039
244,905
4,727,895

5.27
5.18
100

12,927
12,752
241,023

5.36
5.29
100

Solar Interconnection Data
The study used complete PG&E solar interconnection data as of July 2015. This included
interconnections approved or under review at the point in time, just under 175,000 interconnections for
residential customers across PG&E’s service territory. The database includes various information
including application and interconnection dates, current rate, system size, and customer account
number for combining with customer interval data.

3.1.3

Solar Production Correlated Data
Solar production correlated data was accumulated from multiple sources, with a focus on weather
variables with which solar production would be most directly correlated. PG&Es systems already
integrate temperature, relative humidity, cloud cover, and dew point temperature data from local
weather stations. In addition, two forms of solar irradiance10 data were obtained from PG&E’s
meteorology group. Some of this irradiance and weather data is already integrated in PG&E’s analytics
system, though some irradiance indicators still need to be integrated. Sunrise and sunset times were
obtained from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) website.

3.1.4

Voltage Data
In order to examine the usefulness of SmartMeterTM voltage data to predict an unauthorized
interconnection, PG&E leveraged voltage data collected from of a separate PG&E Smart Grid Pilot, VoltVar Optimization (VVO). Data for approximately 100,000 customers from the Fresno area was available.
Of these customers, those who had a full panel of data for the duration of the study (March 2016
through May 2016) were included in the analysis, giving a total of approximately 91,000 customers (of
whom, approximately 66,000 were single family customers). Half of this sample was set aside for
independent verification by PG&E, as requested.
The majority of this data consisted of hourly measures of voltage, except for the minority of customers
whose SmartMetersTM are on 15-minute intervals. The data in this dataset consists of instantaneous
voltage measurements taken at the beginning of each interval.
10

Global Horizontal Irradiance (GHI) and Direct Normal Irradiance (DNI).
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SmartMeterTM voltage measurements only have integer-level precision. This is because of a limitation of
the single phase meters that are currently deployed at most residential customer premises. An example
of voltage load profiles for a handful of solar and non-solar customers with 240V service is presented in
Figure 3-1. Because power quality requirements dictate that voltage must be within 5% of the nominal
level, the voltage measured at the customer meter must be between 228V and 252V for customers with
240V service, and between 114V and 126V for customers with 120V service.
Figure 3-1: Example of Single Day Voltage Profiles for Solar and Non-Solar Customers

The voltage data was combined with previously provided demographic, weather, and irradiance data, as
well as publicly available sunrise/sunset data.

3.2 Methodology
3.2.1

Approach to Algorithm Development
PG&E took a minimum viable product approach by developing enough features to gather validated
learnings, and continue development thereafter. Initially PG&E set a goal of 95% precision and a stretch
goal of 99%. The first phase focused on leveraging existing SmartMeterTM data. Initially, PG&E only
collected channel 2 (export to grid) interval data for solar customers. For the rest of the customers,
including UIs, no channel 2 interval data were available. However the SmartMeter TM channel 2 register
could be polled at different period of times (e.g. 10 days). The quantity of energy exported to the grid is
the difference of the kWh value at day 10 and the kWh value at day 1. It was initially hypothesized that
customers who did not have an interconnection application on file could be detected by simply
assessing if there was export to the grid within a threshold of 1kWh over 10 days. One drawback of this
approach was the large number of false positives caused by inductive loads, such as motors spinning
backwards (for example, the algorithm picked up well pumps). The precision of this approach hovered
around 60%.
The next step taken to reduce the false positive rate was to investigate the actual load shape and
correlate with other information, such as weather data. Initially, only channel 1 data (import from the
grid) was available for the non-solar customer population. At the time, PG&E only pulled channel 2
interval data for the solar customers. As a result, PG&E initially focused its effort on filtering out the
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cannel 1 load shapes that are not compatible with solar generation (e.g. consistent zero load, indicating
that solar fully offsets the load, outside solar generation hours).
Finally, as the channel 2 data became available for all customers, PG&E was able to fully unlock the
potential of the algorithm. At this point a probabilistic methodology was explored. The initial
deterministic algorithm involved a series of steps and filtering criteria to isolate the suspected UI
population. The deterministic algorithm achieved a maximum precision for detecting solar of 93%. The
probabilistic algorithm achieved a precision of 97%. A few selected filters that defined export thresholds
from the deterministic algorithm were combined with the probabilistic algorithm. By doing so the
enhanced probabilistic algorithm achieved a precision for detecting solar of 99%. The remainder of this
section focuses on the methodology behind the probabilistic algorithm that achieved the best
performance.
3.2.2

Probabilistic Algorithm Methodology
The task of identifying PV customers in PG&E’s residential population is a statistical classification
problem, in which the goal is to separate a large group of individuals into two or more sub-groups that
each share a particular set of traits or characteristics. Solving classification problems involves using a
statistical model or algorithm to identify the sub-groups of interest (if necessary) and then assign
individuals to a particular sub-group based on their observable characteristics. In the context of
identifying PV customers in PG&E’s population, there are two sub-groups—“Has PV” and “Does not have
PV.” Membership in the subgroups is the dependent variable and other characteristics which predict
membership—predictors—are independent variables. In this study, the predictors were derived from
SmartMeterTM load data, weather data, and demographic information.
To solve this classification problem a large, representative data sample of the population was randomly
selected and a portion of the observations in this sample, referred to as the training set, was withheld
for use in estimating a model that predicts the sub-group to which an individual belongs based on the
values of the predictors. The model’s performance was then assessed using a different portion of the
sample—i.e., not the training set—known as the test set. This process is illustrated by Figure 3-2.
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Figure 3-2: Training and Assessing Algorithm Accuracy Using a Training Dataset

In an ideal situation sub-group membership would be completely known for the sample population.
However, due to the presence of unauthorized interconnections and the interconnection database
inaccuracies described above membership is not known with 100% accuracy. Instead, the
interconnection database combined with known NEM status is used as a proxy to train the model to
identify interconnected PV systems and then the model is applied to the test set without the use of the
interconnection/NEM data. The model’s performance on the test set can then be validated by assessing
the extent that known interconnections were correctly identified. This is a good indicator of its expected
performance in the general population due to the representative nature of the test set, but additional
considerations are necessary for identifying unauthorized interconnections.
The model will not always correctly classify locations as having solar or not having solar, and without
further validation it is not possible to distinguish between incorrect classifications and true UI’s. Because
the interconnection database and NEM status are being used as proxies for PV ownership, any UI that is
correctly identified by the algorithm will appear to be a false positive (in the sense that those customers
do not appear in the interconnection database or have NEM status). In addition, some of the customers
identified by the algorithm may actually be false positives, in that those customers do not actually have
PV.
Because the incidence of UIs among the false positives is completely unknown, identification of UIs
among the false positives cannot be accomplished programmatically. Instead, it may be done relatively
manually by using data sources such as publicly available satellite images, cross checking with new
entries in the interconnection database, and actual physical “drive-by” verification at customer locations
when a field rep was in the area doing other work. While such manual approaches would not be feasible
with the full set of thousands of customers, these manual approaches are reasonable for classifying a
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much smaller number of false positives—into real false positive or UI subgroups with the end goal of
assessing the algorithm performance and incrementally tune it.
The model was tested on two different subsets of the sample: single-family homes exclusively and all
customers. Because single-family homes will likely have a much higher incidence rate of UIs, it was
thought that focusing the model on these customers would produce more favorable results. A more
detailed description of the predictors and algorithm development process can be found in Appendix A –
Identification of Unauthorized Interconnections, Predictors and Algorithm Development.
The same predictors used to identify UIs were used to estimate PV system size. Rather than applying the
predictors to a classification problem (“has PV” vs. “does not have PV”), the predictors were used in an
ordinary least squares (OLS) regression model to predict PV system size. More details on this
methodology are provided in Appendix B – PV Sizing.
A similar methodology was applied separately to the voltage data. Predictors were developed based on
summary statistics for each customer’s voltage data (average, minimum, maximum, and standard
deviation of voltage), changes in voltage during sunrise/sunset hours, as well as correlations of daily and
hourly voltage measurements with weather variables. Analysis of the voltage data was done separately
from the load data because different samples were used for the two sets of data. More details on the
voltage data examination can be found in Appendix C – Exploration of Voltage Data.

3.3 Results
In the subset of the sample, PG&E ultimately identified 53 suspected UIs out of the sample of 72,306
customers (an incidence rate of 0.06%). Of the single-family home, PG&E ultimately identified 45
suspected UIs out of a sample of 49,865 (and incidence of 0.09%). PG&E leveraged the algorithm to
analyze the full customer data set in PG&E’s territory and found a total of 1,287 total UIs as of August
29, 2016. The following section further explains the results in detail.
There are multiple factors which determine a model’s performance in diagnosing whether a location has
a PV system. A few fundamentals of diagnosis are useful in understanding how to develop an adequate
algorithm for identifying solar customers with unauthorized systems. The accuracy of any test to identify
them depends on the answer to three questions:
 How well does the test identify PV systems when they are indeed present (sensitivity)?
 How often does the test incorrectly identify PV interconnections (false positive rate—of which a
portion will be unauthorized interconnections)?
 Are PV interconnections common (incidence rate)?
In describing diagnostic tests, it is common to focus on how well the test identifies interconnection
when it is present. However, the incidence rate of interconnected PV in the general population and the
frequency of false positives typically play a larger role in the accuracy of a diagnostic test. Diagnosis is
inherently difficult when the incident of interest—solar PV interconnection—is uncommon. When an
event is uncommon, most diagnosis tests perform poorly when applied to the full population. This is
best illustrated in Figure 3-3.
In this illustrative example, the diagnostic test in both cases is identical. When solar is present, it is
detected 95% of the time. When it is not, customers without solar are misclassified as having solar 5% of
the time. The only difference is the incidence rate: 10% in the high incidence scenario; and 3% in the low
incidence scenario. Even though the test is the same, the accuracy of the results (the proportion of
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customers identified as having solar that really have solar) is very different. Unauthorized solar
interconnections will by definition be among the false positives—customer locations identified by the
model as having solar but not listed in the interconnection database as a location with solar. Because of
this and because UIs are a small portion of an already small solar population, the accuracy of UI
identification of UIs is very closely linked to the accuracy of solar identification.
Figure 3-3: Effect of Incidence Rate on Accuracy of Test Results

Accuracy with high incidence

Accuracy with low incidence

In developing an algorithm to identify solar customers, basic fundamentals of diagnosis are applied:
 Develop and test multiple diagnostic tests;
 Understand the rate of false positives and ability to detect solar;
 Determine the level of confidence associated with prediction of solar; and
 Understand how the level of confidence improves as more data becomes available (i.e., as
additional days of load data become available).
The remainder of this section elaborates on the second and third points by summarizing model results
and performance for both the full sample and the subset of customers that reside in single family
homes. Remember that these results are based only on the testing dataset, or the 72,306 customers
(30% of 241,023 customers) that were randomly withheld to assess model performance. Customers in
single family homes comprised 69% of the full training dataset, 49,865 customers.
Table 3-2 summarizes the four designations applied to each customer in the training dataset. These four
categories are the intersection of two dimension, solar ownership based on the model prediction (rows)
and known solar ownership based on the solar interconnection database and NEM status (columns).
Model performance is assessed by comparing the ratios of various combinations of these four
designations, in which true means agreement between the two dimensions and false means
disagreement. The most relevant designation with respect to the identification of UIs is the false
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positive. In effect, these are customer predicted to have solar but which do not appear in the
interconnection database and have NEM status. Some portion of, though likely not all, false negatives
are probably UIs.
Table 3-2: Solar Classification of Full Sample

Confusion Table
Prediction

Solar (+)
Not Solar (-)

Actual
Solar (+)
Not Solar (-)
True Positive (TP)
False Positive (FP)
False Negative (FN)
True Negative (TN)

Table 3-3 defines the six statistical metrics used to assess model performance, all derived from the four
designations in Table 3-2. The key metric of interest are the sensitivity and the precision, highlighted in
bold in the table below.
Table 3-3: Classification Model Performance Metrics
Metric

Definition

Derivation

Prevalence

Proportion of PV in the population

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁 + 𝑇𝑁

Accuracy

Proportion of true results among
population

𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁 + 𝑇𝑁

Sensitivity

Proportion of PV that were correctly
identified

𝑻𝑷
𝑻𝑷
=
𝑷
𝑻𝑷 + 𝑭𝑵

Specificity

Proportion of non-PV that was correctly
identified

𝑇𝑁
𝑇𝑁
=
𝑁
𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃

Precision

Proportion of positive predictions that
was correctly identified

𝑻𝑷
𝑻𝑷 + 𝑭𝑷
𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 + 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦
2

Balanced Accuracy

3.3.1

Classification Results: Full Sample
Table 3-4 summarizes the solar classification of the full training sample in two dimensions based on the
model prediction (rows) and on the solar interconnection database (columns). As expected there is
substantial agreement in classification between the two dimensions. Of the 72,306 customers in the
sample, just 53 false positives were detected—an incidence rate of 0.06% of the residential population.
Some portion of these 53 false positives is likely to be comprised of UIs.
Table 3-4: Solar Classification of Full Sample

Actual

Confusion Table
Prediction

Solar
Not Solar

Solar
3,521
125

Not Solar
53
68,607
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Table 3-5 shows customer counts and percentages by local capacity area (LCA) for the 53 UIs and
compares this to the distribution in the full PG&E residential population. While geographic distribution
of UIs is fairly similar to the PG&E population as a whole the UI sample size is too small to draw
statistical inferences regarding the actual similarity people the LCA distribution within UIs as compared
to the general population in each LCA.
Table 3-5: UI Customer Counts by LCA, Full Sample

NA
Greater Bay Area
Greater Fresno Area
Humboldt
Kern

Count
2
21
6
1
1

%
3.77
39.62
11.32
1.89
1.89

% Total PG&E
Population
%
1.09
45.1
7.34
2.62
4.52

North Coast and North Bay
Other
Sierra
Stockton
Total

6
9
2
5
53

11.32
16.98
3.77
9.43
100%

8.57
20.32
5.27
5.18
100%

UI (Sample Set)

Local Capacity Area

3.3.2

Algorithm Performance: Full Sample
Table 3-6 provides values for the six performance metrics used to assess model performance. A key
assumption behind these values is that true solar ownership is defined by the interconnection database
and NEM status, which is known not to be completely accurate. In other words, this table shows the
performance of the algorithm assuming that the input data in the interconnection database do not have
quality issues. Both sensitivity and precision will increase assuming some false positives are actually UIs,
and therefore are true solar positives, despite not appearing in the interconnection database.
Table 3-6: Solar Classification Model Performance Metrics, Full Sample
Metric
Prevalence
Accuracy
Sensitivity
Specificity
Precision

Balanced Accuracy

Definition

Value

Proportion of PV in the population
Proportion of true results among
population
Proportion of PV that were correctly
identified
Proportion of non-PV that was correctly
identified
Proportion of positive predictions that
was correctly identified

5.04%
99.75%
96.57%
99.92%
98.52%
98.25%
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Table 3-7 demonstrates the impact on UI identification precision of both the incidence of UIs in the
population and the assumption regarding how many false positives are actually UIs. The third column
shows the precision for detecting true UIs assuming the sensitivity and specificity in
Table 3-6. For example, if the UI incidence rate in the population is 0.067% (in line with the 0.06% false
positive rate), precision for the detection of UIs would be 50%.
However, if some of the 53 false positives that were counted in the already very low false positive rate
are actually UIs the false positive rate will decrease and the UI detection precision will increase. The
fourth column shows UI detection precision for various UI incidence rates, assuming that 75% of false
positives are UIs. The UI detection precision given an incidence rate 0.067% would be 80%, a 60%
improvement over precision when assuming all false positives are UIs.
There are two important conclusions to draw from this table. First, precision increases substantially as
incidence increases, especially with very low incidence rates. For example, while 1 in 15,000 and 1 in
1,500 are both low incidence rates, this tenfold increase in incidence also increases precision by several
factors. Second, assuming a conservative incidence of UIs among false positives (e.g. 75%) implies that
UI detection model precision is quite high for the UI population incidences indicated by the solar
classification. This means that while identifying UIs in the population is akin to finding a proverbial
needle in a haystack, model precision is quite high—on the order of 75% to 80%.
Table 3-7: Impact on Precision of UI Incidence and False Positive Reclassification, Full Sample
Unauthorized PV Incidence

3.3.3

UI Detection Precision
Assuming 100% of Assuming 75% of
FPs are UIs
FPs are UIs

Percent

Equivalent To

0.002%

1 in 50,000

3%

11%

0.004%

1 in 25,000

6%

19%

0.007%

1 in 15,000

9%

28%

0.010%

1 in 10,000

13%

37%

0.020%

1 in 5,000

23%

54%

0.040%

1 in 2,500

38%

70%

0.050%

1 in 2,000

43%

75%

0.067%

1 in 1,500

50%

80%

0.100%

1 in 1,000

60%

86%

Classification Results: Single Family Homes
Table 3-8 summarizes the solar classification of the 69% of customers in the training dataset which
reside in single family home. This classification is across two dimensions based on the model prediction
(rows) and on the solar interconnection database (columns). As expected there is substantial agreement
in classification between the two dimensions. Of the 49,865 customers classified, just 45 false positives
were detected—an incidence rate of 0.09% of the residential population. Some portion of these 45 false
positives is likely to be comprised of UIs. Note that while the number of false positives detected for the
full population was 53, the classification models used for both were different and 45 false positives in
the single family home population were not all identified as false positives in the full population.
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Table 3-8: Solar Classification of Single Family Homes
Actual

Confusion Table

Solar
3,412
92

Solar
Not Solar

Prediction

Not Solar
45
46,316

Table 3-9 shows customer counts and percentages by local capacity area (LCA) for the 45 UIs and
compares this to the distribution in the single family home PG&E residential population. While
geographic distribution of UIs is fairly similar to the single family home PG&E population as a whole the
UI sample size is too small to draw statistical inferences regarding the actual similarity people the LCA
distribution within UIs as compared to the general population in each LCA.
Table 3-9: UI Customer Counts by Local Capacity Area (LCA), Single Family Homes

Count

%

Solar as a % of
Full Population
%

NA

1

2.22

1.09

Greater Bay Area

10

22.22

45.1

Greater Fresno Area

6

13.33

7.34

Humboldt

0

0

2.62

Kern
North Coast and North
Bay
Other

4

8.89

4.52

5

11.11

8.57

9

20

20.32

UI

Local Capacity Area

3.3.4

Sierra

5

11.11

5.27

Stockton

5

11.11

5.18

Total

45

100%

100%

Algorithm Performance: Single Family Homes
Table 3-10 provides values for the six performance metrics used to assess model performance. A key
assumption behind these values is that true solar ownership is defined by the interconnection database
and NEM status, which is known not to be completely accurate. Both sensitivity and precision will
increase assuming some false positives are actually UIs, and therefore are true solar positives, despite
not appearing in the interconnection database.
It is notable that the performance metric values for solar classification among single family homes are
very similar to the values found for solar classification among the full sample. This is to be expected as
the populations are similar—single family homes represent 69% of the full sample. However, on all
accounts, the single family home model performs somewhat better. This improvement in performance
is in large part due to the higher incidence of solar interconnections among the single family home
population—7% of single family homes have solar compared to 5% of the full residential population.
Recalling the substantial impact increased incidence.
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Table 3-10: Solar Classification Model Performance Metrics, Single Family Homes
Metric
Prevalence
Accuracy
Sensitivity
Specificity
Precision
Balanced Accuracy

3.3.5

Definition

Value

Proportion of PV in the population
Proportion of true results among
population
Proportion of PV that were correctly
identified
Proportion of non-PV that was correctly
identified
Proportion of positive predictions that
was correctly identified

7.027%
99.73%
97.37%
99.90%
98.70%
98.64%

Algorithm Performance: UI Visual Verification and Auxiliary Cutoff Model

In the section on model results performance for the full sample, a conceptual example was given to
demonstrate the impact on UI identification precision of both UI incidence rate and classification of false
positives as true UIs or actual false positives. This example showed that UI detection precision would be
on the order of 80% to 86% given the UI incidence rates and observed and assuming that 75% of false
positives are true UIs. To fully validate the algorithm’s precision, however, it was necessary to verify the
UI rate among false positives using some other source of data. Without this the algorithm’s precision
would be unknown because the false positive rate is an upper bound to the number of true UIs.
PG&E verified the UI rate among false positives identified in the single family home population. The
sample used for verification was the UI predictions among the full sample of 166,218 single family
customers. The model was estimated using a sample of customers from the training dataset and then
used to predict for all single family customers. This yielded a sample of 169 expected UIs for inspection.
The inspection was first attempted by visually inspecting publicly available satellite images and then
using third party proprietary imagery. In the base case scenario, this imagery is updated on every several
months so at any point in time imagery could be over a year old for a given location. This means that this
data source may not be particularly more up to date that the solar interconnection database that was
used to build the algorithm. However, the database and interval data used for building the algorithm
dated from July 2015 and were already a year old when this verification process was undertaken. This
means that the solar interconnection database had already been substantially updated. Using the
updated database, PG&E was able to verify that 146 of the 169 false positives were indeed UIs. This is
86.4%, in line with the conservative estimate that 75% of false positives were UIs and indicates that
model precision for identification of UIs is indeed on the order of 80% to 86%.
In order to increase precision of estimates among expected UI customers, a model was developed that
used a cutoff based on a single variable: the correlation between hourly energy usage and solar
radiation. A customer whose energy usage was sufficiently negatively correlated with the solar radiation
level (thus indicating that their energy consumption decreased on sunnier days) was determined to be
eligible to remain in the UI list. This left 122 customers in the UI list, of which 99.2% were valid UIs. This
is the key metric of interest for the utility to understand the precision of the algorithm.
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3.3.6

Conducted Unauthorized Interconnection Safety Study
To better understand the safety implications of unauthorized interconnections for both customers as
well as utility personnel, a literature review analysis was commissioned to a third party. The key findings
of the analysis were that UIs can create hazards, such as fire or electrocution, on the customer premise.
The primary safety issue for the public is when a conductor is downed, either during a car-pole accident
or storm, a PV UI system may be back-feeding and keeping the downed conductor energized. Since the
utility has no record of the UI system a passersby risks making contact with the downed line and may be
electrically shocked.

3.3.7

Developed UI Dashboard
In order to track the incidence and geographical clustering of UIs, a dashboard to concisely represent
the information on UIs and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) was developed. The dashboard includes
an interactive map that identifies the UIs geo-located on a map of PG&E’s service territory. Additionally,
there is also a UI status tracker by month that displays existing UIs already identified, new UIs detected
and resolved UIs. Finally, there is a section that prioritizes the top 5 feeders with UI by estimate system
size to aid in the users’ ability to prioritize customers based on the feeder limits (kW) identified. An
illustrative example of the dashboard is shown below in Figure 3-4.
Figure 3-4: Image of Unauthorized Interconnection Dashboard from August 2016

ILLUSTRATIVE
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3.3.8

Customer Outreach Results
One key objective of the project was focused on delivering a tool that would identify a customer with
unauthorized solar. The next step is to encourage customers to become authorized connections and
there were several options considered as part of the first phase of customer outreach:
1) Phone Calls: For the purpose of the first phase outreach it was too labor intensive.
2) Emails: The team felt that the success rate of sending emails would be too low, as customers
may view these as spam or not serious.
3) Automatic Shutoff: The idea here is that the utility would shut off the power to the customers
that were not compliant. For the purpose of the first phase of customer outreach, this was too
significant of an approach to take.
4) Letter through the mail: The customer would continue to get letters in the mail monthly until
the UI was resolved.
For the purpose of the demonstration the project focused on sending letters. The content of the letters
stressed the importance of compliance with utility rules, communicated the potential lost benefits of
not being on the Net Energy Metering (NEM) Program, and encouraged them to contact the utility or
their contractor to resolve the issue. See a copy of the letter in Appendix E – PG&E Letter Template Sent
to Customers that were Identified to Have an Unauthorized PV Interconnection.
Once the algorithm was complete and the letters were approved to send, the UI algorithm was run
against a test data set in order to create a UI list, as fully described in Section 1.0.
For the purposes of the EPIC project, all of the customers on that list were manually examined in order
take as many precautions as possible to avoid sending letters to customers that did not have PV. The
manual examination included looking at satellite pictures of the customers’ rooftop, analyzing the
SmartMeterTM data load shapes, and reviewing the customers' account information for possible
discrepancies. After the evaluation, 58 customers were selected to receive a letter and the customers
received the letter on September 16, 2016.
PG&E then measured the response rate of the letters by tracking the number and content of calls to the
call center and determining if these identified customers had initiated the interconnection application
process.

3.3.9

Customer Outreach: Call Center Results
Between September 16, 2016 and October 31, 2016, PG&E’s Call Center received a total of 29 unique
calls related to this letter. 24 customers admitted to having solar and sought information to initiate the
interconnection process. One customer indicated they did not have solar and four customers were
unclear that their PV was not interconnected.
Three primary reasons were identified regarding why customers did not complete the interconnection
process: (1) the contractor did not initiate or complete the interconnection process (e.g. the contractor
went out of business); (2) the contractor installed the PV system prior to submitting the interconnection
application, which was held up due to engineering concerns identified (e.g. requiring an upgrade to the
transformer); and (3) the customer knowingly did not request the interconnection.

3.3.10 Customer Outreach Results: Conversion Rate
Of the 58 customers that received a letter, 19 customers that took action within one month to satisfy
the interconnection process, including 14 customers that completed the application process, and 4 were
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still in process. These results indicate a conversion rate of 33% within one month, which may improve
over time. Additionally, seven customers were identified to have meter matching discrepancies (i.e. the
customer has multiple meters on the property, in which the one identified did not align with the meter
on the interconnection application).
Upon reviewing results, the following improvements are recommended to improve the customer
contact process:
 Add the specific Meter/Badge numbers or Premise ID’s to the letter for the customer to
reference; and
 Update the reference number of the letter to match the reference number in the call center
help database.
Moving forward PG&E will need to implement a program and business process to manage UIs, and
increase customer awareness of the UI situation.
3.3.11 Results: PV Sizing Algorithm
All results presented in this section are derived from the testing dataset, and pertain to single family
customers. The results show that the model produces a fairly accurate estimate of PV system size.
Table 3-11 presents various summary statistics of model performance. The first row shows the number
of customers in the testing dataset, 3,354. The mean is the average value of actual system size among
those customers, 5.37 kW. Mean Absolute Error (MAE) measures model performance according to the
absolute differences between actual and predicted outcomes. It is similar to Root-Mean-Square Error
RMSE except that larger errors are not disproportionately penalized. Here its value of 0.76 indicates that
on average across customers in the test set, predicted values differ from actual values by 0.76 kW. Mean
percentage error (MPE) is the average of percentage errors, and is a measure of the bias of the model’s
predictions. Here the value of -0.08 indicates that the model tends to over predict by 8% on average.
Mean absolute percentage error measures model performance according to the percentage differences
between actual and predicted outcomes. Here its value of 0.19 indicates that on average, the prediction
error for customers is 19% of their actual system size.
Table 3-11: Model Performance Summary Statistics
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Interpretation
Number of customers in testing set

Value
3,354

Average of actual system size

5.37

Average of predicted system size

5.38

Sample standard deviation of differences between
predicted and actual system size

1.3

Proportion of variation of actual values accounted
for by the predicted values.

0.81

Measures average absolute deviation between
predicted and actual system size
Average of percentage errors between predicted
and actual system size
Measures percentage absolute deviation between
predicted and actual system size

0.76
-0.08
0.19
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Figure 3-5 shows predicted versus actual system size for customers in the test set. A set of perfect
predictions would lie along the 45-degree line. There is variation in predictions for a given value of
actual system size, but predictions generally increase with increasing system size. The outlier in this
figure, which has a system size of over 60 kW, inhibits close examination of the majority of predictions.
Figure 3-5: Predicted vs Actual System Size (kW)
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Figure 3-6 shows predicted vs actual system size for customers in the test set with systems smaller than
20 kW. The outlier from the previous figure and other larger systems are not shown here. Once again, a
set of perfect predictions would lie along the 45-degree line. The vertical strands that are visible are
collections of systems at common values of system size: 3 kW, 4 kW, 5 kW, and so on. Predicted values
for a given value of actual system size do vary. For example, among 5 kW systems, predicted values vary
between 2 kW and about 10 kW; however, predictions are centered closely on 5 kW.
Figure 3-6: Predicted vs Actual System Size (kW) for Less than 20 kW Systems
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3.3.12 Voltage Model Results
The full model specification and details on the voltage model can be found in Appendix C – Exploration
of Voltage Data. Based on the final model specification, results for single family customers estimated 57
false positives/possible UIs out of a total population of 9,964 (the 30% of the analysis dataset used for
testing). However, the algorithm also incorrectly classified 766 out of 864 solar customers as non-solar,
indicating that the algorithm does not do a satisfactory job of identifying solar when it is present (see
Table 3-12). Given these results, PG&E will not move forward leveraging this voltage-based analysis to
detect UIs based on the existing granularity of voltage data available.
Table 3-12: Single Family Results
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4.0

Phase 2: Identification of PV Underperformance

This section describes the data sources used to develop an algorithm for identifying PV systems that are
underperforming, as well as the methodology for developing the algorithm and the results produced.
In addition to identifying unauthorized interconnection, another project goal was to leverage
SmartMeterTM data to automatically identify customers with malfunctioning or underperforming PV
systems based on the known PV capacity in PG&E’s interconnection database, which may also impact
grid stability. Priority was given to making accurate predictions with a minimum amount of post-failure
load data, as that would ensure that the model would be able to find underperforming PV customers as
quickly as possible after the onset of underperformance.
For this system of automatic detection to be most useful, it was important to minimize the lag time
between drop in PV system performance and detection. Detection of an underperforming system
improves as additional SmartMeterTM data becomes available, so a balance between
accuracy/confidence and lag time had to be considered.

4.1 Data Sources
This study used the same dataset that was leveraged for the algorithm to detect unauthorized PV
Customer Interconnections. Customer with NEM status and single-family solar customers with a full
panel (14 months starting in March 2015) of data were included, providing an initial a dataset with
12,432 customers. All customers were confirmed to have a PV interconnection date prior to the analysis
period. This data was combined with weather, irradiance, PV interconnection approved, and
demographic information.
Estimates of PV load profile data were predicted for each individual customer using National Renewable
Energy Lab’s (NREL) PVWatts® calculator, which is publically available. This online tool generates hourly
solar load profiles for a Typical Meteorological Year (TMY)11, given a customer’s geographic location and
PV system characteristics.

4.2 Methodology
4.2.1

Analysis Dataset Preparation
In order to develop an algorithm for identifying customers with underperforming or failing PV systems, a
dataset containing known PV failures was needed to train and test the algorithm. Because real world
examples of known PV failures were not readily available, such a dataset was simulated instead. To do
this, the PV portion of the whole building load profile was first estimated and then scaled down for a set
of randomly selected customers, thus emulating the behavior of “failed” PV systems.
Actual interval load data for customers contains two channels: channel 1 data which measures
household consumption from the grid and channel 2 data which measures household output back on to
the grid. The net consumption by the household is simply the difference between the two (channel 1
minus channel 2). However, having these two channels of data alone do not tell us what the gross
consumption of the household and the solar generation are because a portion of the PV generation is
being consumed by the household as it is being produced, which happens behind the meter. All that can
11

A Typical Meteorological Year (TMY) is a synthetic data set of hourly weather values used to express “typical” or average
weather conditions over the course of 365 days.
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be seen by the meter is what is being consumed from the grid and what is being exported back to the
grid. For that reason, estimates of PV generation were needed so that they could be manipulated to
simulate a PV failure.
NREL’s PVWatts® calculator, which generates 8,760 solar load profiles for a TMY based on geographic
location and PV system configuration, was used to estimate PV output for each customer given their
nearest weather station. Estimates were generated for a 4 kW system and then later scaled up or down
to match the known PV system size of each individual customer. These solar load profiles for a Typical
TMY were used in conjunction with weather and irradiance data to develop a regression model for
predicting PV output based on actual historical weather data. The regression model was then used to
predict each customer’s hourly solar output during the analysis period.
Adding the estimated PV generation load to the net load gives the estimated gross whole house
consumption (the amount of electricity actually used by appliances in the house). This concept is
illustrated by
Figure 4-1, where the predicted solar generation is added back into the observed net load (red line) to
generate a prediction of the gross household consumption (blue line). The predicted gross household
consumption line follows the expected pattern, with load peaking in the morning hours, dropping during
business hours when homes are typically unoccupied, and then rising again in the evening as occupants
return from work/school.
Figure 4-1: Average Net and Gross Consumption of Solar Customer

These predicted solar load profiles were then used to simulate what the observed interval load data
would look like for a customer with a failing PV system. A random sample of customers in the dataset
was selected to have simulated underperforming PV systems. Based on available literature, it was
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estimated that PV systems fail at a rate of 5% per year.12 For selected customers, observed net loads
based on actual channel 1 and channel 2 data was deconstructed into its component parts: estimated
gross household consumption and estimated solar generation. The solar generation component part
was then modified to reflect underperformance of the PV system before recombining the two
components of the net load and generating modified channel 1 and channel 2 load data. The timing of
the initiation of the PV underperformance was randomly selected during the analysis period.
The degree of underperformance for a selected customer’s PV system was also randomly determined
based on a beta distribution. This distribution skewed towards most PV failure customers having
relatively large degradation in PV output, while a minority of PV failures had more minor degrees of PV
underperformance.
Several different analysis datasets were prepared in order to test the ability to detect PV
underperformance with different amounts of post-failure data. In each dataset, all of the data prior to a
customer’s failure was maintained as well as a certain amount of data post-failure (for non-failure
customers, a false “failure date” was randomly selected to maintain consistency between the customer
types). The study tested post-failure lengths of 3 months, 1 month, 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days.
The final analysis datasets were divided between training datasets (to develop the predictor
specifications) and testing datasets (to test the accuracy of the predictors). 70% of the analysis dataset
was reserved for training and the remaining 30% for testing.
4.2.2

Algorithm Development
A series of predictors were developed based on the simulated channel 1 and channel 2 load data, as well
as historical weather data for certain predictors. Values for these predictors were calculated for each
customer in each analysis dataset (for each level of post-failure data), which would be used along with
an indicator of whether a given customer has an underperforming PV system to train and test the
algorithm. Full details on the predictors developed for this analysis is provided in Appendix D – PV
Underperformance Model Predictors.
Similar to the UI detection algorithm development process, the combination of predictors that has the
most predictive power with the least redundancy was determined by using a lasso regression. This
method was applied to each analysis dataset, yielding a different collection of predictors for each level
of post-failure data tested. The selected predictors were then used in a logistic regression to produce a
model for predicting whether a given customer has an underperforming PV system. The final model for
each level of post-failure data was then tested using the portion of the analysis dataset that was
withheld from the training process.

4.3 Results
The performance of the final model for each level of post-failure data is presented in Table 4-1. These
results assume a 0.5 cutoff in the logistic regression, though other cutoff levels were also tested and
found to have less robust results (the cutoff level is the threshold for classifying a customer as a failure;
a higher cutoff means that the algorithm errs on the side of classifying a customer as a non-failure). This
table shows several different metrics for measuring the accuracy of a model, based on the number of
true positive (TP), true negative (TN), false positive (FP), and false negative (FN) observations predicted
12

“Reliability and Geographic Trends of 50,000 Photovoltaic Systems in the USA (Jordan and Kurtz, 2014)”: 85% of all systems
studied in the 3-year period performed within 10% or better of expected performance (5% per year).
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by the model when applied to the testing dataset. In this study, a positive would be a customer who has
an underperforming PV system.
The results show that the algorithm can fairly reliably identify PV underperformers when there is at least
1 week of post-failure data available, even with a fairly conservative assumption of 5% incidence rate.
The precision metric, which measures what percentage of the positively identified customers are in fact
PV underperformers, shows that the algorithm is consistently right about 75% of the time when there is
at least 1 week of post-failure data available. This measure drops to about 47% when there is two days
of post-failure data available. That means that, of the customers who are identified as PV failures by the
algorithm, approximately 75% of them are actually PV failures when the failure occurred at least 1 week
ago. It should be noted that only one analysis was executed to develop the below results; therefore, the
results does not quantify the sampling error and it is recommended to do so if the algorithm is further
developed.
The sensitivity metric, which measures what percentage of the PV failures that are present in the
analysis dataset are correctly identified by the algorithm, hovers around 50% when there is at least 1
week of post-failure data available, with less than a week of post-failure data, this percentage drops
precipitously to 4%. This means that about half of the customers who have failing PV are detected by
the algorithm when at least a week of post-failure data is available, but very few are detected when less
than a week of data is available.
Table 4-1: PV Underperformance Algorithm Results by Post-Failure Data Length
3
months

1
month13

2 weeks

1 week

2 days

Prevalence = (TP + FN) / (TP + FP + FN
+ TN)

0.050

0.050

0.050

0.050

0.050

Accuracy = (TP + TN) / (TP + FP + FN +
TN)

0.971

0.961

0.967

0.965

0.950

Sensitivity = TP / P = TP / (TP + FN)

0.588

0.433

0.487

0.444

0.043

Specificity = TN / N = TN / (TN + FP)

0.991

0.988

0.992

0.992

0.997

Precision = TP / (TP + FP)

0.780

0.664

0.765

0.755

0.471

Balanced Accuracy = 0.5 * (Sensitivity
+ Specificity)

0.790

0.711

0.739

0.718

0.520

13

At month 1 the precision dropped. The issue was investigated and it was found that it’s a unique feature of the initial sample
dataset used in the analysis. We attribute the dip in precision in month 1 due to sampling error. Using a different initial sample
may remove this variability and likely create other variabilities.
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5.0

Value Proposition

5.1 EPIC Primary and Secondary Guiding Principles
This project advances several EPIC primary and secondary principles by providing estimated solar
production information to both customers and PG&E. This information helps customers better
understand the relationship of their solar generation and their daily load usage. This information also
helps PG&E understand the utility’s changing base load characteristics as new solar generation is
added every day. Table 5-1 summarizes the specific primary and secondary EPIC Guiding Principles
advanced by this technology demonstration project.
Table 5-1: EPIC Primary and Secondary Guiding Principles

Primary EPIC Guiding Principles
Safety



Secondary EPIC Guiding Principles

Reliability

Affordability

Societal
Benefits







GHG
Emissions
Mitigation /
Adaptation

Loading
Order

Low-Emission
Vehicles /
Transportation

Economic
Development

Efficient Use
of Ratepayer
Monies

The EPIC 1.21 Automatic ID of PV Resources project advances the following primary EPIC principles:
 Safety: Customers without an authorized interconnection may pose a risk to the components of
the equipment and facility of the customer. Equipment failure can happen to various DG
components, such as PV modules, inverters, circuit combiner, disconnecting, protection devices,
and connectors. Equipment faults or over-heating can also ignite the combustible materials near
the generator, causing fire damage to equipment and property.


Reliability: Underreported or inaccurately reported interconnections could lead to voltage
fluctuation problems or Rule 21 violations, as well as other reliability and planning issues.
Improving the accuracy of known PV interconnections, sizing and performance can improve the
ability to identify root causes for voltage fluctuations. Additionally, reliably predictable
generation profiles at geographically granular levels are essential for forecasting and planning
purposes to proactively plan system upgrades or deferrals, if needed.



Affordability: By detecting that an existing solar customer has an unauthorized interconnection,
PG&E enables customers to participate in the Net Energy Metering (NEM) rate, saving customer
funding. Additionally, if the malfunctioning algorithm is deployed, customers may save on their
electric bill due to the proactive notification of a malfunctioning system that can be resolved by
the solar provider.

This EPIC project also advances the following secondary EPIC principles:
 Societal Benefits: Identifying an unauthorized interconnection also has societal benefits by
improving public safety. When a conductor is downed, either during a car-pole accident or
storm, an unauthorized interconnection PV system may be back-feeding and keeping the
downed conductor energized. Since the utility has no record of the UI system, the energized
conductor could be left long enough for a passerby to touch and get electrically shocked.
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5.2 Technology Knowledge Transfer Plan
One benefit of the EPIC program is the technology and knowledge sharing that occurs both internally
within PG&E, and across the other IOUs, the CEC, and the wider industry. In order to facilitate this
knowledge sharing beyond publishing this final report publically on the PG&E website and including in
the 2016 EPIC Annual Report, PG&E will consider sharing the results of this project in relevant industry
workshops, such as, the Western Load Research Association, The Association of Edison Illuminating
Companies (AEIC), the Utility Analytics Summit at the Smart Electric Power Alliance (SEPA), and others.
PG&E will continue to explore potential opportunities to engage in platforms to share the project’s
results.

5.3 Key Technology Learnings & Results
The following section identifies the project’s key technology-based learnings and results:
 PG&E can accurately identify an unauthorized interconnection and predict the size of the PV
system
 The algorithm developed to detect a UI was found to over predict the PV system size by 8% with
a prediction error of 19% of their actual system size
 The solar detection algorithm developed in this project was able to achieve a precision of 99%14
by using customer Net Energy Metering (NEM) data from the SmartMeterTM and other relevant
data sources, such as weather, to predict the presence of a solar system
 PG&E ultimately identified 53 suspected UIs out of the sample of 72,306 customers (an
incidence rate of 0.06%). Of the single-family home sample, PG&E identified 45 suspected UIs
out of a sample of 49,865 (and incidence of 0.09%)
 PG&E leveraged the algorithm to analyze the full customer data set in PG&E’s territory and
found a total of 1,287 total UIs as of August 29, 2016
 PG&E can feasibly contact customers that have been determined to have an unauthorized PV
interconnection
 New pathways from various databases were necessary to be integrated into an Integrated Data
Analytics (IDA) platform, which was fundamental for allowing optimized data synchronization
between SmartMeterTM databases, the interconnection database, and billing / service point IDs.
 The voltage-based analysis demonstrated the need for more granular voltage data in order to
more accurately detect a UI
 Three primary reasons were identified regarding why customers did not complete the
interconnection process: (1) the contractor did not initiate or complete the interconnection
process (e.g. the contractor went out of business); (2) the contractor installed the PV system
prior to submitting the interconnection application, which was held up due to engineering
concerns identified (e.g. requiring an upgrade to the transformer); and (3) the customer
knowingly did not request the interconnection.
 The predictive capability of the underperforming PV system model is not sufficient yet to
warrant considering a full scale implementation at this stage. This is due to both sensitivity (how
completely underperformance is identified among the entire population) and precision (how
few false positives among the suspected underperforming systems) metrics in the algorithm.
Additionally, the tradeoff between sensitivity, precision and the amount of data required post
failure to make the determination does not yield yet an acceptable solution. Additional work
14

Precision is a statistical measure that measures the ratio of how many customers actually have a solar system over the total
number of customers identified. By way of example, a 99% precision means that if 100 customers are identified by the
algorithm, 99 indeed have a solar system (true positives) and 1 customer does not (false positive).
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aimed at improving the predictors and identifying the optimal tradeoff between the quantity of
post-failure data, precision and sensitivity is needed.

5.4 Adaptability to other Utilities / Industry
The following findings of this project are relevant and adaptable to other utilities and the wider industry
that are also experiencing solar growth in their regions:
 Utilities with a high solar penetration environment may benefit from the approach and method
to identify an unauthorized interconnection;
 The method for identifying UIs may also be leveraged for detecting DERs, like EV and storage;
 Utilities with a high solar penetration environment can leverage the methods to ensure
correctness of PV system size based on the interconnection application and associated
database;
 Utilities can leverage the existing approach for identifying underperforming PV systems and may
apply refinements to improve the precision of algorithm;
 Utilities can leverage the dashboard design to monitor progress of UI detection, prioritization
and resolution; and
 Utilities can leverage the proposed customer contact process after identifying a UI.

5.5 Data Access
Upon request, PG&E will provide access to data collected that is consistent with the CPUC's data access
requirements for EPIC data and results.

5.6

Metrics

The following metrics were identified for this project and included in PG&E’s EPIC Annual Report15 as
potential metrics to consider project benefits at full scale. Given the proof of concept nature of this EPIC
project, these metrics are forward looking.
D.13-11-025, Attachment 4. List of Proposed Metrics and Potential Areas of
Measurement (as applicable to a specific project or investment area in applied
research, technology demonstration, and market facilitation)
5. Safety, Power Quality, and Reliability (Equipment, Electricity System)
c. Forecast accuracy improvement
d. Public safety improvement and hazard exposure reduction
f. Reduced flicker and other power quality differences

See Section

See Sections 2.1
& 3.3
See Sections
2.1 & 3.3.6
See Section
2.1 & 3.3.6

15

2015 PG&E EPIC Annual Report. Feb 29, 2016.
http://www.pge.com/includes/docs/pdfs/about/environment/epic/EPICAnnualReportAttachmentA.pdf.
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5.7

Future Areas of Application

This report detailed two possible applications for using the analysis of SmartMeterTM interval data to
improve the reliability and predictability of distributed generation resources: (1) identifying
unauthorized interconnections of PV systems and (2) identifying known PV systems that are
underperforming relative to their installed capacities. Both applications involve combining customer
interval data with demographic and weather data, and then developing a set of predictors that can be
used to identify customers of interest; however, there are many other possible applications that can be
achieved with this technique, including the following:
1. Data analytic techniques similar to those used in this project could be used for identifying and
sizing additional DERs, such as behind-the-meter energy storage.
2. As the incidence rate of solar and storage increases, and as data on the typical load profiles of
these end uses becomes more available, it will become increasingly possible to disaggregate
between solar, storage, and household usage by applying data analytics techniques to
SmartMeterTM data. The ability to do so will allow for a better understanding of customers’
usage behavior and allow for better targeting for DR and energy efficiency programs.
3. Other applications for this technique are possible with the goals of system reliability and
improved forecasting.
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6.0

Conclusion

This study demonstrated that it is possible to derive valuable insights from SmartMeterTM load data,
even for customers with complex load patterns resulting from the presence of behind-the-meter PV
systems. Furthermore analytical tools and IT infrastructure have been developed to solve the problem of
identifying unauthorized interconnections, of which some may compete to “finding a needle in a
haystack.”

6.1 Phase 1: Identification of Unauthorized Interconnections
Using received energy and channel 2 reverse flow hourly interval usage data, along with data correlated
with PV production including various weather variables, it was possible to develop algorithms capable of
predicting whether or not a residential customer has a PV system at their premise and how large that
system is. Three models were produced:
1. Predicting the presence of solar across a representative sample of PG&E residential customers
2. Predicting the presence of solar across a representative sample of PG&E residential customer
constrained to those residing single family homes produced, and
3. Predicting the size of known PV systems.
The effectiveness of the solar identification models was assessed using performance metrics based on
agreement between the model and the solar interconnection database, indicating model precision of at
least 98.52% for the full population and for the single family homes. PG&E ultimately identified fiftythree suspected UIs out of the sample of 72,306 customers (an incidence rate of 0.06%). Of the singlefamily home, forty-five suspected UIs were identified out of a sample of 49,865 (and incidence of
0.09%). PG&E leveraged the algorithm to analyze the full customer data set in PG&E’s territory and
found a total of 1,287 total UIs as of August 29, 2016. A portion of these were likely to be unauthorized
interconnections that had solar, but had not yet been registered in the interconnection database for a
variety of reasons.
PG&E verified the UI rate among false positives identified in the single family home population. The
sample used for verification was the UI predictions among the full sample of 166,218 single family
customers. The model was estimated using a sample of customers from the training dataset and then
used to predict for all single family customers. This yielded a sample of 169 expected UIs for inspection.
PG&E was able to verify that 146 of the 169 false positives were indeed UIs. This is 86.4%, in line with
the conservative estimate that 75% of false positives were UIs and indicates that model precision for
identification of UIs is indeed on the order of 80% to 86%.
In order to increase precision of estimates among expected UI customers, a model was developed that
used a cutoff based on a single variable: the correlation between hourly energy usage and solar
radiation. A customer whose energy usage was sufficiently negatively correlated with the solar radiation
level (thus indicating that their energy consumption decreased on sunnier days) was determined to be
eligible to remain in the UI list. This left 122 customers in the UI list, of which 99.2% were valid UIs. To
test the real-world effectiveness of the solar sizing model, predicted system size was checked against
the known size listed in the interconnection database. The prediction error for customer PV system was
19% of the actual system size.
Installations of distributed solar PV at residential customer sites are expected to continue to rise
substantially. Inherently, as the incidence rate of solar interconnections rise the incidence rate of
unauthorized interconnections is also expected to rise. Because prediction model accuracy increases
along with incidence rate the precision of these same models will increase along with the growth of
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distributed solar installations. The models constructed identify UIs with an already reasonably high
precision that will only increase over time. To ensure the greatest precision it is recommended to
constrain solar identification to single family homes as the incidence of solar is higher, directly increasing
the level of precision. As a next step it would be valuable to further develop means for systematically
verifying true UIs among identified false positives.
These models are constructed of data PG&E already has or can readily integrate into its systems. Also,
PG&E has the capability to update the solar classification and solar sizing algorithms by refitting the
models with new data once suspected UIs are verified. The models can therefore be a valuable, practical
tool to help operators and planners know where solar is located thereby better enabling them to
mitigate and minimize these impacts. In addition, depending on spatial and temporal alignment of solar
PV with local distribution demand peaks, distribution capacity upgrades may be either deferred or
accelerated. These models are a first step towards filling the growing need for planners and operators to
know where distributed PV capacity is located and how much it is producing.

6.2 Phase 2: Identification of PV Underperformance
The study was able to produce a model that can accurately identify underperforming PV systems even
when they make up a very small portion of the overall solar population. The algorithm is able to
consistently find underperforming PV systems when there is at least 1 week of post-failure data
available. It is recommended that, if a PV underperformance detection system is operationalized, PG&E
use the model specification that was produced by the analysis dataset with 1 week of post-failure data.
This model specification included the greatest number of predictors and did not show a noticeable drop
in accuracy compared to the models generated with longer amounts of post-failure data.
However, there remain opportunities to improve the precision of this model. Currently, the model is
only able to achieve a precision level of 75.5%. One of the reasons is because the definition of PV
underperformance is quite broad, as it was developed for this study. In creating the analysis dataset, a
range of PV underperformance levels were simulated, with the majority of the underperforming
customers experiencing degradation of their PV systems by greater than 50%. However, a small
percentage of the underperformers only had a slight degradation in their PV performance. These
customers are harder to detect because of the much smaller impact to their PV load. Their inclusion as
PV underperformers in the training dataset also may make it more difficult to calibrate the model
specifications so that they correctly classify customers with higher levels of PV system degradation. Due
to time constraints, it was not possible to test an alternate definition of PV underperformance; however,
this would be the best place to start if this algorithm were to be improved.

6.3 Summary
In the end, this project successfully achieved all of its key objectives, and in doing so, has captured key
learnings that can be leveraged by other utilities and industry members to understand key inputs
necessary to identify a PV system (or additional DERs), filter for those identified systems with
unauthorized interconnections, support high quality interconnection records by validating the size of PV
systems, understand the limitations in the ability to detect if a PV system is underperforming or not
functioning, and develop a process to engage with solar customers to ensure they complete the
interconnection process. Through the work executed in this technology demonstration project and
documented in this report, PG&E has identified opportunities to improve safety and reliability of grid
services by further enabling customer compliance with Rule 21.
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Knowing if there are more PV systems or malfunctioning and underperforming PV systems on the grid,
PG&E can more feasibly and proactively reduce potential voltage and frequency fluctuations and work
to ensure customers fulfill the interconnection process. Ultimately, PG&E plans to leverage the results of
this EPIC project by finalizing the approach to operationalize the Solar Detection Algorithm and related
notification processes to provide appropriate notice and information to identified UI customers
regarding their compliance obligations.
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7.0

Appendix A – Identification of Unauthorized Interconnections, Predictors
and Algorithm Development

7.1 Algorithm Predictors
An algorithm is a self-contained step-by-step set of operations to be performed to solve a specific
problem such as identifying solar customers with unauthorized connections. Algorithms are processes
that may include various steps including data processing, performing calculations, and automated
reasoning.
We distinguish between diagnostic algorithms (or processes) and diagnostic tests that rely on load data.
An algorithm may use pre-screening and apply multiple diagnostic tests, often sequenced, to arrive at a
final diagnosis. In contrast, diagnostic tests are self-contained and can be considered individual steps.
They are a combination of load analysis concepts, data sources, and statistical or machine learning
techniques.
Drawing on the compiled dataset which included both customer interval data (channel 1 and channel 2)
as well as various variables correlated with solar production, several diagnostic concepts were
developed and tested using a training dataset, comprised of 70% of the 241,023 residential customers
randomly selected for the project. These different concepts required different levels of data processing
and analytical expertise and varied in their effectiveness for identifying interconnected solar.
Some simple concepts used a single predictor and identified a threshold in that predictor to separate PV
and non-PV customers. More complex concepts used weighted combinations of multiple predictors.
Concepts are constructed either from whole building data (channel 1 minus channel 2) or channel 2 data
alone.
Table 7-1 describes the predictors developed only using customer load data.
Table 7-1: Simple Load Predictors Used in Algorithm Development
Name

Channel

Hypothesis

Construction

Avg. Daytime
kW

Whole
building;
channel 2

PV Interconnected Customers
have lower demand on average

Avg. Min
Daytime kW

Whole building

PV Interconnected Customers
have consistent trough of low
demand

Avg. Max
Daytime kW

Channel 2

PV Interconnected Customers will
have output on channel 2

Min Daytime
kW

Whole building

PV Interconnected Customers will
have a low minimum demand if
solar generation is peaking and no
other load is present

Use sunrise/sunset data to restrict to daylight
hours. Take average of kW over these hours in
each day, and then take average over days.
This is performed separately for whole building
(channel 1 reading - channel 2 reading) and for
channel 2 only.
Use sunrise/sunset data to restrict to daylight
hours. Take min of kW over these hours in each
day, and then take average of that minimum
over days. This is performed for whole building
(channel 1 reading - channel 2 reading) only.
Use sunrise/sunset data to restrict to daylight
hours. Take max of kW over these hours in
each day, and then take average of that
maximum over days. This is performed for
channel 2 only.
Use sunrise/sunset data to restrict to daylight
hours. Take min of kW over these hours for
whole time period. This is performed for whole
building (channel 1 reading - channel 2 reading)
only.

1

2

3

4
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Name

Channel

Hypothesis

Construction

Max Daytime
kW

Whole
building;
channel 2

PV Interconnected Customers will
have a low max demand in whole
building data and a high max
output in channel 2

Standard
Deviation of
Avg. Daytime
kW

Whole
building;
channel 2

N Hours of
Negative
Whole
Building
Daytime kW
N Hours of
Negative
Channel 2
Daytime kW

Whole building

Most people's usage will be pretty
constant from day to day but PV
connections may increase
variation from one day to the next
due to variation in weather
affecting solar gen.
PV Interconnected Customers
have reverse flow if the system is
oversized

Use sunrise/sunset data to restrict to daylight
hours. Take max of kW over these hours for
whole time period. This is performed for whole
building (channel 1 reading - channel 2
reading), as well as for channel 2 only.
Restrict to daylight hours, average value for
each day. Then take standard deviation of
average demand in those hours over all days.
This is performed separately for whole building
(channel 1 reading - channel 2 reading) and for
channel 2 only.
Use interval data to count # hours with
negative values.

Channel 2

PV Interconnected Customers
have reverse flow if the system is
oversized

Use interval data to count # hours with positive
values in channel 2.

Total Daytime
Consumption

Whole
building;
channel 2

Total whole building consumption
may be lower for solar customers,
total channel 2 output may be
higher

Sum output for whole building and channel 2
separately over every hour in time period.

5

6

7

8

9

Figure 7-1 and Figure 7-2 demonstrate the concepts behind predictors 2 and 7, respectively. In both
figures customers are grouped into equal deciles (a decile is derived by dividing a population into ten
equally sized groups) based on the concept, with each bin or bar representing the share of customers
with solar in that decile. The concept demonstrated in
Figure 7-1, Average Minimum Daytime Load, is derived by taking the minimum whole building electric
load16 during daylight hours in each day, then taking the average of that minimum over all days.
Customers are then partitioned into ten equally sized groups based on the magnitude of the average
minimum kW during daylight hours. The figure shows what percentage of the customers in each decile
have solar. Customers with solar are more likely to exhibit zero or negative loads during daylight hours
because the PV system may produce more energy than the customers’ gross load. Customers without
solar are in turn far less likely to exhibit zero or negative loads during the day. The conceptual example is
borne out by the data in
Figure 7-1. The left most bar represents the customer decile with the lowest daytime loads, e.g.
negative, zero, or near-zero loads. Over 42% of customers in that decile have solar while no more than
1.2% of customers have solar in each of the remaining nine.
Concepts built around related observations about solar customers can result in very different
delineations between solar and non-solar customers. Figure 7-2, which groups customers into deciles
based on the total number of hours with zero values during daylight hours, is related to the concept in
Figure 7-1 but results in a very different distribution of solar customers. Because the concept simply
adds up the number of zero load occurrences and this number can vary across customers, even within
16

“Whole-building electric load” is the total electrical power used by a building at a given moment.
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solar customers, solar customers are spread across multiple bins rather than being concentrated in one
bin. This is in contrast to
Figure 7-1, which largely grouped solar customers together in the lowest decile by taking the average of
minimum loads (which largely collapse to zero or close to zero). However, while solar customers are
spread across multiple bins in Figure 7-2, several of these bins (especially 6 through 8) are almost
exclusively solar customers, meaning that if a customer is classified into one of those bins it is highly
likely that customer has solar.
Figure 7-1: Predictor 2: Average Minimum Daytime Load (kW)

Prediction Concept - Avg. Minimum kW during daylight hours
Solar customers have a consistent trough of low demand
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Figure 7-2: Predictor 7: Number of Hours of Negative Whole Building Daytime Load

Prediction Concept - Number of zero values during daylight hours
Customers with unauthorized solar are more likely to have zero consumption during the day
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Table 7-2 describes the predictors developed using customer load data in conjunction with data
correlated with solar production.
Table 7-2: Solar Production Correlated Predictors Used in Algorithm Development
Name

Channel

Ratio of Avg.
Daytime kW
to Night Time
kW

Whole building

PV Interconnected Customers
have lower daytime usage on
average relative to nighttime
usage

Use sunrise/sunset data to restrict to daylight
hours. Take average of kW over these hours.
Then Do the same for nighttime and take the
ratio

Whole building

Rate of change of usage reflects PV
system generation starting

11

Percent
Change in kW
Sunrise

Whole building

Rate of change of usage reflects PV
system generation stopping

12

Percent
Change in kW
Sunset

Change in kW
Sunrise

Channel 2

Change of usage reflects PV
system generation starting. Use
absolute not percentage change
because of zero values in channel
2.

Change in kW
sunset

Channel 2

Change of usage reflects PV
system generation stopping. Use
absolute not percentage change
because of zero values in channel
2.

Daily Avg.
Weather and
kW
Correlation
During
Daytime

Whole building

Weather attributes are correlated
with usage for PV customers. Try
day values in case hourly are too
noisy.

Hourly Avg.
Weather and
kW
Correlation
During
Daytime

Whole building

Weather attributes are correlated
with usage for PV customers

Use sunrise/sunset data to select hour of
sunrise. Average kW in the two hours that
precedes that hour and the two hours
succeeding that hour, and calculate the percent
change.
Use sunrise/sunset data to select hour of
sunset. Average kW in the two hours that
precedes that hour and the two hours
succeeding that hour, and calculate the percent
change.
Use sunrise/sunset data to select hour of
sunrise. Average kW in the two hours that
precedes that hour, and the two hours
succeeding that hour and calculate the
difference by subtracting the earlier time
period from the later.
Use sunrise/sunset data to select hour of
sunset. Average kW in the two hours that
precedes that hour, and the two hours
succeeding that hour and calculate the
difference by subtracting the earlier time
period from the later.
Use cross-correlation with lag 0. Compute
average of weather and demand during
daylight hours each day then run crosscorrelation over days. Create separate
predictors for each weather attribute among:
precipitation, cloud cover, temperature,
relative humidity, dew point temperature, GHI,
DNI.
Use cross-correlation with lag 0. Restrict to
daylight hours then run cross-correlation over
hourly values. Create separate predictors for
each weather attribute among: precipitation,
cloud cover, temperature, relative humidity,
dew point temperature, GHI, DNI.

10

13

14

15

16

Hypothesis

Construction
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Figure 7-3 and Figure 7-4 demonstrate predictors 10 and 11, respectively. Figure 7-3 shows that solar
customers tend to have lower day time usage on average relative to night time usage, resulting in a very
low ratio of the former to the latter. Figure 7-4 shows that the ramp up in solar production that occurs
at sunrise dampens any corresponding increase in whole house load, resulting in low percentage change
in loads at that time for customers with solar relative to those without solar.
Figure 7-3: Predictor 10: Ratio of Daytime to Nighttime Demand

Prediction Concept - Ratio of day time to night time demand
Solar customers have lower day time usage on average relative to night time usage
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Figure 7-4: Predictor 11: Ratio of Daytime to Nighttime Demand
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Figure 7-5 demonstrates the concepts captured in predictors 15 and 16. Those predictors are based on
the correlation of whole building loads with various weather variables. The example in Figure 7-5 shows
that customers exhibiting high correlation of loads with cloud cover, an important driver of solar
production, are more likely to have solar. Over 20 percent of customers in the highest decile have solar,
compared to single digits for the other bins.
Figure 7-5: Predictors 15 and 16: Correlation of Weather Variables and Energy use

7.2 Algorithm Development
After developing a training dataset, two rounds of algorithm development was performed. In the first
round, a machine learning technique was used to estimate the optimal parameters for the
statistical/machine learning diagnostic tests and to select the best performing predictors. In the second
round, the best-performing predictors were used to fit a logistic regression predicting the presence of
solar at a customer location. These two development stages are discussed in detail below.
7.2.1

Training Dataset Definition
Both of the algorithm development steps were performed using the training dataset comprised of 70%
of the 241,023 residential customers randomly selected for the project. Then the algorithm was tested
on the remaining 30% of customers. Designing a suitable training dataset is a crucial step, since it
influences which algorithm is ultimately chosen as well as the confidence in the predictive power of that
algorithm. An ideal training dataset will contain customers who are representative of the population for
whom the algorithm will ultimately be applied (both solar and non-solar customers), and will contain
both types of customers in a representative proportion.
Complicating this step is the fact that PG&E does not have an estimate of how many unauthorized
interconnected solar customers are in PG&E’s territory and does not know whether the load patterns of
UI solar customers are different from known solar customers. This precludes understanding definitively
what the correct proportion of solar to non-solar customers is, and what the load profiles of
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unauthorized solar customers look like. However, it is possible to make some reasonable assumptions
that allow design of a defensible training dataset.
By assuming that unauthorized solar customers are similar to known solar customers in terms of their
load profile, solar load data from known solar customers (whole building data for customers on net
energy metering) can be used to create a training dataset that has solar and non-solar customers. The
load profiles for the solar customers in the dataset are actual load profiles from real solar customers.
This dataset contains a proportion of solar customers that is similar to the proportion of known solar
customers in PG&E’s territory, which implicitly assumes that the number of unauthorized solar
customers is small relative to authorized customers.
The process for training and testing algorithms is illustrated in Figure 7-6. It is an iterative process that
was repeated many times to converge on an optimal set of parameters for multiple algorithms. The final
measure of accuracy was then compared across all of the algorithms under consideration and used to
identify the best performing algorithm.
As mentioned above, 70% of the training dataset was randomly selected and used to find the optimal
algorithm parameters, e.g. by selecting predictors. The remaining 30% was withheld from the training
process and used to evaluate how reliably the algorithm could classify customers as either solar or nonsolar. The success of the algorithm was measured by a few key metrics such as false positive and false
negative rates. The value of the metrics was then used to determine whether the algorithm could be
further improved by again randomly selecting half of the dataset for training, using the end result of the
last iteration as a starting point for the parameters. The processes ended once the accuracy of the
algorithm reached an acceptable level, determining which algorithm would be most suited for scale up
and implementation.
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Figure 7-6: Training and Assessing Algorithm Accuracy Using a Training Dataset

7.2.2

Predictor Selection
The machine learning technique used to select the best performing predictors is called lasso. Lasso was
developed as an improvement to the model fitting process used to develop regression models, wherein
a set of predictors and their covariates are selected from a set of potential predictors and a functional
form is selected for each predictor. Lasso regression is designed to select a subset of predictors and
covariates making the more accurate and more easy to interpret. This is in contrast to approaches such
as stepwise selection—which just selects a few predictors and does not necessarily improve accuracy—
and ridge regression—which may improve accuracy by shrinking coefficients on less important
predictors to avoid over-fitting but which does not select a subset of covariates and can result in models
that are not intuitive to interpret.
Lasso is able to improve both accuracy and interpretability by keeping the sum of the absolute value of
the regression coefficients below a fixed value. This forces some coefficients of some predictors to be
set to zero, essentially excluding those predictors. This is similar to but distinct from ridge regression
where coefficients on less important predictors are simply reduced substantially, but not all the way to
zero.
Figure 7-7 visually demonstrates this concept, showing a diamond shaped lasso constraint on the left
and an elliptical ridge regression constraint on the right. The lasso regression results in a zero value for
beta_1 while the ridge regression results in a small but non-zero value for beta_1, denoted by the point
where the red ellipse (coefficient estimates) touch the blue constraint. Mathematically, the constraints
are shaped differently because the lasso regression restricts the sum of the absolute values of
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coefficients to be less than the constraint t, whereas ridge regression restricts the sum of the squares of
the coefficients to be less than the square of the constraint t. With a diamond shaped lasso constraint a
sufficiently small constraint t the coefficient estimates for some predictors will be zero, thereby
excluding those predictors and effectively selecting the remaining predictors.
Naturally, selection of the value for the constraint is critical to the model as it directly drives not only
coefficients but also predictor selection. In lasso regression, the constraint is estimated by repeated 10fold cross validation the constraint t is selected to produce the best out of sample error based on some
metric. For the PV identification model the out of sample error metric used was kappa. Kappa measures
agreement between observations and predictions, taking into account the agreement occurring by
chance.
Figure 7-7: Comparison of lasso and ridge regressions17

Table 7-3 shows the predictors selected by the lasso regression approach and the type of load data
behind the predictors.
Table 7-3: Predictors and Type of Load Data Selected by Lasso Regression

Predictor
N Hours of Positive Channel 2 Daytime kW
Hourly Avg. DNI and kW Correlation During Daytime
Minimum Load Shape Total kWh
Minimum Load Shape Number of Hours of Negative Whole
Building kW
Minimum Load Shape Hourly GHI and kW Correlation

17

Channel
Channel 2
Whole building
Whole building
Whole building
Whole building

Figure taken from Element of Statistical Learning
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7.2.3

Logistic Regression Model
A logistic regression was fit with predictors selected by lasso18. Estimating a logistic regression with lasso
selected predictors is a standard approach and also has the advantage that a logistic regression can be
transparently estimated by PG&E for model maintenance and applications. Table 7-4 summarizes the
logistic regression coefficients estimated for each predictor for the full dataset.
Table 7-4: Predictors and coefficients selected by lasso regression, full sample
Predictor
Intercept
N Hours of Positive Channel 2 Daytime kW
Hourly Avg. DNI and kW Correlation During
Daytime
Minimum Load Shape Total kWh
Minimum Load Shape Number of Hours of
Negative Whole Building kW
Minimum Load Shape Hourly GHI and kW
Correlation

Channel
NA
Channel 2

Coefficient
7.922
-0.004

Whole building

4.162

Whole building

-0.004

Whole building

-0.540

Whole building

2.109

The lasso and logistic regression approach was also repeated for single family homes only. The resulting
model, summarized in Table 7-5, included about double the number of predictors in the general model.

18

This approach is suggested in Elements of Statistical Learning. Generally, inference made after model selection isn’t valid
because the model selection process introduces uncertainty that isn’t accounted for in conventional error estimates that
assume the model is known a priori, but we’re just making predictions and aren’t concerned with inference.
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Table 7-5: Predictors and coefficients selected by lasso regression, single family homes
Predictor
(Intercept)
Avg. Daytime kW
Avg. Min Daytime kW
Min Daytime kW
Max Daytime kW
Max Daytime kW
Standard Deviation of Avg. Daytime kW
Standard Deviation of Avg. Daytime kW
N Hours of Negative Daytime kW
N Hours of Positive Daytime kW
Percent Change in kW Sunrise
Absolute Change in kW Sunrise
Absolute Change in kW Sunset
Daily Avg. Precipitation and kW Correlation During Daytime
Daily Avg. Relative Humidity and kW Correlation During Daytime
Daily Avg. Relative Dewpoint and kW Correlation During Daytime
Daily Avg. Relative GHI and kW Correlation During Daytime
Hourly Precipitation and kW Correlation During Daytime
Hourly Cloud Cover and kW Correlation During Daytime
Hourly Relative Humidity and kW Correlation During Daytime
Hourly Dewpoint and kW Correlation During Daytime
Hourly GHI and kW Correlation During Daytime
Minimum Load Shape Total kWh
Minimum Load Shape Number of Hours of Negative Whole
Building kW
Minimum Load Shape Hourly GHI and kW Correlation
Minimum Load Shape Hourly DNI and kW Correlation

7.2.4

Channel
NA
Whole building
Whole building
Whole building
Whole building
Channel 2
Whole building
Channel 2
Whole building
Channel 2
Whole building
Channel 2
Channel 2
Whole building
Whole building
Whole building
Whole building
Whole building
Whole building
Whole building
Whole building
Whole building
Whole building

Coefficient
7.194
0.254
-0.487
1.138
-0.037
-0.393
-0.407
5.817
0.003
-0.012
-0.017
2.701
1.748
-0.524
2.768
0.951
2.295
7.192
-4.596
1.297
0.470
-0.721
-0.030

Whole building

-0.311

Whole building
Whole building

3.699
-2.764

Additional Filters
Because of the sensitivity to falsely identifying non-solar customers as UI’s, additional filters were put in
place to further minimize false positives. Even though the current method is better able to identify solar
customers who are not large exporters of energy, it does still leave open the possibility of identifying
non-solar customers as possible UI’s. After further validation and refinement of the model in the future,
it may be possible to remove these additional filters while still maintaining an appropriate level of Type I
error.
After fitting the logistic model using the predictors selected by lasso, two additional filters were applied
in order to minimize the number of false positives produced by the algorithm. First, customers that do
not have any hours with positive channel 2 values (i.e. customers who never export any energy back to
the grid) are removed from the list of possible UIs. Second, customers were required to have a negative
correlation between hourly kW and irradiance (GHI), with a correlation of -0.186 or less. This was
introduced to minimize the possibility of flagging a customer incorrectly as having PV when they may
just have a load shape that is similar to a PV customer with an undersized system.
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8.0

Appendix B – PV Sizing

The algorithm building approach used for identifying UIs was extended to build an algorithm intended to
predict the size of an interconnected solar system. This algorithm can also be valuable to planners and
operators needing to incorporate the presence and extent of PV systems connected to the distribution
system into distribution system estimates and forecasts for distribution capacity and hosting capacity.
Given the simplicity of the method and the use of readily available interconnection data, the model’s
predictions are quite accurate. On average, the prediction error for customers is 19% of their actual
system size.

8.1 Data sources
The analysis dataset was similar to the analysis dataset used to identify UIs, save for a few key
differences:
1. Restricted to solar customers;
2. Merged with interconnection data, which contains nameplate system capacity of NEM
customers’ solar systems.
Step 1 is taken because we only predict system size among customers known to have, or suspected of
having a solar system. The model must be fitted to the same data it will be used to predict for, to the
extent possible. Step 2 is taken to identify the system size of known solar customers. This is readily
available in the interconnection data.
In total, the analysis dataset comprised of 11,575 NEM customers. Of those, 11,178 are single family
customers. The analysis described here focused on single family customers, which are the target
population of interest, and also comprise the vast majority of solar residential customers. Figure 8-1
below is a histogram showing the distribution of known sizes for PV system in the interconnection
database. There are a handful of outlying customers with systems above 20 kW, but the vast majority of
customers’ systems are below 20 kW in capacity. The average system size is 5.37 kW.
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As was done for the UI identification model, the analysis dataset was divided into separate training and
testing datasets. The training dataset was used to select models, select predictors, and estimate model
parameters. The testing dataset is used only once the model has been selected and fitted, in order to
provide an unbiased estimate of model performance. Seventy percent of the analysis dataset is used for
training, and 30% is used for testing. This yields 7,824 customers in the training dataset and 3,354
customers in the testing dataset.
8.1.1

Predictors and Model Selection
The same set of predictors was developed to estimate the size of solar systems as were used to identify
unauthorized solar interconnections. Many of these predictors, such as maximum daytime electricity
export magnitude, and maximum daytime whole building electricity demand, were plausibly related to
the size of the PV system, and so were relevant to this task. In rare instances when predictors have
missing customers, values were imputed using the median value of that predictor for all customers.
System size (kW) was modeled as a function of the predictors using an Ordinary Least Squares (OLS)
regression.19 Variable selection was performed using a lasso, as was done to select predictors to identify
UIs. Following variable selection, the OLS model was fit to the data using the best predictors from the
variable selection procedure. Appendix A – Identification of Unauthorized Interconnections, Predictors
and Algorithm Development lists the predictors that were selected; 23 of 32 potential predictors were
included.

19

In addition to an OLS regression, a gamma GLM with a log link function, as well as a Gaussian GLM
with a log link function were also estimated, but OLS regression provided the best fit to the data.
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8.1.2

Results
All results presented in this section are derived from the testing dataset, and pertain to single family
customers. Table 8-1 presents various summary statistics of model performance. We review and
interpret some of these statistics in this section. The first row shows the number of customers in the
testing dataset, 3,354. The mean is the average value of actual system size among those customers, 5.37
kW. Mean absolute error (MAE) measures model performance according to the absolute differences
between actual and predicted outcomes. It is similar to RMSE except that larger errors are not
disproportionately penalized. Here its value of 0.76 indicates that on average across customers in the
test set, predicted values differ from actual values by 0.76 kW. Mean percentage error (MPE) is the
average of percentage errors, and is a measure of the bias of the model’s predictions. Here the value of 0.08 indicates that the model tends to over predict by 8% on average. Mean absolute percentage error
measures model performance according to the percentage differences between actual and predicted
outcomes. Here its value of 0.19 indicates that on average, the prediction error for customers is 19% of
their actual system size.
Table 8-1: Model Performance Summary Statistics
Stat.

Formula

Interpretation

Value

N

𝑛

Number of customers in testing set

3,354

Average of actual system size

5.37

Average of predicted system size

5.38

Sample standard deviation of
differences between predicted and
actual system size

1.3

Proportion of variation of actual values
accounted for by the predicted values.

0.81

Measures average absolute deviation
between predicted and actual system
size

0.76

Average of percentage errors between
predicted and actual system size

-0.08

Measures percentage absolute
deviation between predicted and actual
system size

0.19
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Figure 8-2 shows predicted versus actual system size for customers in the test set. A set of perfect
predictions would lie along the 45-degree line. There is variation in predictions for a given value of
actual system size, but predictions generally increase with increasing system size. The outlier in this
figure, which has a system size of over 60 kW, inhibits close examination of the majority of predictions.
Figure 8-2: Predicted vs Actual System Size (kW)
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Figure 8-3 shows predicted vs actual system size for customers in the test set with systems smaller than
20 kW. The outlier from the previous figure and other larger systems are not shown here. Once again, a
set of perfect predictions would lie along the 45-degree line. The vertical strands that are visible are
collections of systems at common values of system size: 3 kW, 4 kW, 5 kW, and so on. Predicted values
for a given value of actual system size do vary. For example, among 5 kW systems, predicted values vary
between 2 kW and about 10 kW. However, predictions are fairly centered on 5 kW, with the majority
being close to 5 kW.
Figure 8-3: Predicted vs Actual System Size (kW) for Less than 20 kW Systems
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9.0

Appendix C – Exploration of Voltage Data

In addition to exploring the predictive capability of interval load data, interval voltage data was studied
to understand how well it can identify UIs.
9.1.1

Data Sources
Hourly SmartMeterTM voltage data was collected as part of a Volt-Var Optimization (VVO) pilot, with the
goal of identifying which feeders/substations would be ideal for deployment of the VVO technology.
Data for approximately 100,000 customers from the Fresno area was available. Of these customers,
those who had a full panel of data for the duration of the study (March 2016 through May 2016) were
included in the analysis, giving a total of approximately 91,000 customers (of whom, approximately
66,000 were single family customers). Half of this sample was set aside for independent verification by
PG&E, as requested.
The majority of this data consisted of hourly measures of voltage, except for the minority of customers
whose SmartMeterTM are on 15-minute intervals. The data in this dataset consists of instantaneous
voltage measurements taken at the beginning of each interval.
All of the voltage measurements only have integer-level precision. This is because of a limitation of the
single phase meters that are currently deployed at most residential customer premises. An example of
voltage load profiles for a handful of solar and non-solar customers with 240V service is presented in
Figure 9-1. Because power quality requirements dictate that voltage must be within 5% of the nominal
level, the voltage measured at the customer meter must be between 228V and 252V for customers with
240V service, and between 114V and 126V for customers with 120V service.
Figure 9-1: Example Single Day Voltage Profiles for Solar and Non-Solar Customers

The voltage data was combined with previously provided demographic, weather, and irradiance data, as
well as publicly available sunrise/sunset data.
9.1.2

Predictors and Model Selection
Predictors were developed based on summary statistics for each customer’s voltage data (average,
minimum, maximum, and standard deviation of voltage), changes in voltage during sunrise/sunset
hours, as well as correlations of daily and hourly voltage measurements with weather variables. Because
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the dataset contained a mix of customers with 120V and 240V service, the voltage measurements were
first normalized so that all analysis was done based on variation from the nominal service level. For
customers with 15 minute interval data, measurements were averaged to an hourly level so that they
were on a consistent basis.
Examples of the weather correlations are provided in
Figure 9-2, which shows the correlation between hourly voltage readings and global horizontal
irradiance (GHI) and cloud cover for solar and non-solar customers. Both variables show a clear
difference between solar and non-solar customers, though there is quite a bit of overlap between the
two groups for either variable in isolation. In other words, the extreme ends of the scale for each
variable are dominated by customers of one type or the other (solar or non-solar), but there is
considerable overlap between the two customer types away from the extremes, making it difficult to
use each variable in isolation for classification purposes.
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Figure 9-2: Hourly Voltage Correlations with Global Horizontal Irradiance (x-axis) and Cloud Cover (y-axis)
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These predictors were then fed through a lasso model selection algorithm, similar to the predictors
based on interval load data. For this process, the analysis dataset was split into training and testing
datasets (70% training, 30% testing).
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9.1.3

Results
The predictors selected in the final model specification are presented in Table 9-1.
Table 9-1: Voltage Model Predictors
Name
Avg. Daytime V
Avg. Min Daytime V
Avg. Max Daytime V
Avg. of Standard Deviation of
Daytime V
Min Daytime V
Max Daytime V
Standard Deviation of Avg.
Daytime V
Percent Change in V Sunrise

Percent Change in V Sunset

Change in V Sunrise

Change in V sunset

Ratio of Avg. Daytime V to
Nighttime V
Daily Avg. Precipitation and V
Correlation During Daytime
Daily Avg. Cloud Cover and V
Correlation During Daytime
Daily Avg. Temperature and V
Correlation During Daytime
Daily Avg. Relative Humidity
and V Correlation During
Daytime
Daily Avg. Dew Point
Temperature and V
Correlation During Daytime
Daily Avg. GHI and V
Correlation During Daytime
Daily Avg. DNI and V
Correlation During Daytime
Hourly Avg. Precipitation and
V Correlation During Daytime
Hourly Avg. Cloud Cover and V

Construction
Use sunrise/sunset data to restrict to daylight hours. Take average V over these
hours in each day, and then take average over days.
Use sunrise/sunset data to restrict to daylight hours. Take min V over these
hours in each day, and then take average of that minimum over days.
Use sunrise/sunset data to restrict to daylight hours. Take max V over these
hours in each day, and then take average of that maximum over days.
Restrict to daylight hours, take standard deviation of voltage for each day, and
then take average of standard deviation over all days.
Use sunrise/sunset data to restrict to daylight hours. Take min V over these
hours for whole time period.
Use sunrise/sunset data to restrict to daylight hours. Take max of V over these
hours for whole time period.
Restrict to daylight hours, average voltage value for each day, then take
standard deviation of average voltage in those hours over all days.
Use sunrise/sunset data to select hour of sunrise. Average V in the two hours
that precedes that hour, and the two hours succeeding that hour and calculate
the percent change.
Use sunrise/sunset data to select hour of sunset. Average V in the two hours
that precedes that hour, and the two hours succeeding that hour and calculate
the percent change.
Use sunrise/sunset data to select hour of sunrise. Average V in the two hours
that precedes that hour, and the two hours succeeding that hour and calculate
the difference by subtracting the earlier time period from the latter.
Use sunrise/sunset data to select hour of sunset. Average V in the two hours
that precedes that hour, and the two hours succeeding that hour and calculate
the difference by subtracting the earlier time period from the latter.
Use sunrise/sunset data to restrict to daylight hours. Take average V over these
hours. Then Do the same for nighttime and take the ratio
Use cross-correlation with lag 0. Compute average of precipitation and voltage
during daylight hours each day then run cross-correlation over days.
Use cross-correlation with lag 0. Compute average of cloud cover and voltage
during daylight hours each day then run cross-correlation over days.
Use cross-correlation with lag 0. Compute average of temperature and voltage
during daylight hours each day then run cross-correlation over days.
Use cross-correlation with lag 0. Compute average of relative humidity and
voltage during daylight hours each day then run cross-correlation over days.
Use cross-correlation with lag 0. Compute average of dew point temperature
and voltage during daylight hours each day then run cross-correlation over
days.
Use cross-correlation with lag 0. Compute average of GHI and voltage during
daylight hours each day then run cross-correlation over days.
Use cross-correlation with lag 0. Compute average of DNI and voltage during
daylight hours each day then run cross-correlation over days.
Use cross-correlation with lag 0. Restrict to daylight hours then run crosscorrelation over hourly values.
Use cross-correlation with lag 0. Restrict to daylight hours then run cross-
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Name
Correlation During Daytime
Hourly Avg. Temperature and
V Correlation During Daytime
Hourly Avg. Relative Humidity
and V Correlation During
Daytime
Hourly Avg. Dew Point
Temperature and V
Correlation During Daytime
Hourly Avg. GHI and V
Correlation During Daytime
Hourly Avg. DNI and V
Correlation During Daytime

Construction
correlation over hourly values.
Use cross-correlation with lag 0. Restrict to daylight hours then run crosscorrelation over hourly values.
Use cross-correlation with lag 0. Restrict to daylight hours then run crosscorrelation over hourly values.
Use cross-correlation with lag 0. Restrict to daylight hours then run crosscorrelation over hourly values.
Use cross-correlation with lag 0. Restrict to daylight hours then run crosscorrelation over hourly values.
Use cross-correlation with lag 0. Restrict to daylight hours then run crosscorrelation over hourly values.

Based on the final model specification, results for single family customers estimated 57 false
positives/possible UIs out of a total population of 9,964 (the 30% of the analysis dataset used for
testing). However, the algorithm also incorrectly classified 766 out of 864 solar customers as non-solar,
indicating that the algorithm does not do a satisfactory job of identifying solar when it is present (see
Table 9-2: Single Family Results).
Table 9-2: Single Family Results

o
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10.0

Appendix D – PV Underperformance Model Predictors

All of the predictors developed are based on the channel 2 load data or the net load, and in some cases
are normalized by weather variables. Table 10-1 through Table 10-3 detail the new variables that were
developed for each category of predictors (in addition to those already described in
Table 7-1 and
Table 7-2, which represent the predictors based on the average load pattern for each customer over the
course of the entire analysis period).
Table 10-1: Individual Customer Pre/Post Predictors
Name

Channel

Hypothesis

Channel 2

1

Normalized
Comparison of
Pre-Post Channel
2 Output

Total daily channel 2 output
(normalized by system size)
relative to customer’s prefailure output will drop postfailure

Channel 2

2

Normalized
Comparison of
Pre-Post Channel
2 Mean Output

Average daily channel 2 output
(normalized by system size)
relative to customer’s prefailure output will drop postfailure

Channel 1

3

Normalized
Comparison of
Pre-Post Channel
1 Mean Output

Average daily channel 1 output
(normalized by system size)
relative to customer’s prefailure output will drop postfailure

Channel 2

4

Normalized
Comparison of
Pre-Post Channel
2 Max Output

Maximum daily channel 2
output (normalized by system
size) relative to customer’s prefailure output will drop postfailure

Weathernormalized
comparison of
Pre/Post Channel
2 average output
by temperature,
dew point,
relative humidity,
cloud cover and
GHI

Channel 2

Relative performance of
average daily channel 2 output
divided by average value of
each of the weather variables
(as proxies for cloud cover or
irradiance) compared to
customer’s pre-failure output
will drop post-failure

5

Construction
Average customer’s normalized daily total
channel 2 output and compares the 3, 5,
7, 14, and 21-day moving average of the
difference to find the suspected failure
date. Variable of interest is the difference
in the pre/post value of the variable for
the customer’s own output.
Average customer’s normalized daily
average channel 2 output and compares
the 3, 5, 7, 14, and 21-day moving average
of the difference to find the suspected
failure date. Variable of interest is the
difference in the pre/post value of the
variable for the customer’s own output.
Average customer’s normalized daily
average channel 1 output and compares
the 3, 5, 7, 14, and 21-day moving average
of the difference to find the suspected
failure date. Variable of interest is the
difference in the pre/post value of the
variable for the customer’s own output.
Average customer’s normalized maximum
channel 2 output and compares the 3, 5,
7, 14, and 21-day moving average of the
difference to find the suspected failure
date. Variable of interest is the difference
in the pre/post value of the variable for
the customer’s own output.
Average customer’s weather-normalized
average channel 2 output and compares
the 3, 5, 7, 14, and 21-day moving average
of the difference to find the suspected
failure date. Variable of interest is the
difference in the pre/post value of the
variable for the customer’s own output.
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Table 10-2: Population Difference-in-Difference Predictors
Name

Channel

Hypothesis

Channel 2

Total daily channel 2 output
(normalized by system size)
relative to all customers will
drop post-failure

1

Normalized
Comparison of
Pre-Post
Channel 2
Output

Channel 2

Average daily channel 2 output
(normalized by system size)
relative to all customers will
drop post-failure

2

Normalized
Comparison of
Pre-Post
Channel 2 Mean
Output

Channel 1

Average daily channel 1 output
(normalized by system size)
relative to all customers will
drop post-failure

3

Normalized
Comparison of
Pre-Post
Channel 1 Mean
Output

Channel 2

Maximum daily channel 2
output (normalized by system
size) relative to all customers
will drop post-failure

4

Normalized
Comparison of
Pre-Post
Channel 2 Max
Output

Weathernormalized
comparison of
Pre/Post
Channel 2
average output
by temperature,
dew point,
relative
humidity, cloud
cover and GHI

Channel 2

Relative performance of
average daily channel 2 output
divided by average value of
each of the weather variables
(as proxies for cloud cover or
irradiance) compared to all
customers will drop postfailure

5

Construction
Average all customers’ normalized daily
total channel 2 output and compare the 3,
5, 7, 14, and 21-day moving average of the
difference between the customer and all
customers to find the suspected failure
date. Variable of interest is the difference
in the pre/post difference between the
customer and their average population
profile.
Average all customers’ normalized
average total channel 2 output and
compare the 3, 5, 7, 14, and 21-day
moving average of the difference between
the customer and all customers to find the
suspected failure date. Variable of interest
is the difference in the pre/post difference
between the customer and their average
population profile.
Average all customers’ normalized
average total channel 1 output and
compare the 3, 5, 7, 14, and 21-day
moving average of the difference between
the customer and all customers to find the
suspected failure date. Variable of interest
is the difference in the pre/post difference
between the customer and their average
population profile.
Average all customers’ normalized
maximum channel 2 output and compare
the 3, 5, 7, 14, and 21-day moving average
of the difference between the customer
and all customers to find the suspected
failure date. Variable of interest is the
difference in the pre/post difference
between the customer and their average
population profile.
Average all customers’ weathernormalized average channel 2 output and
compare the 3, 5, 7, 14, and 21-day
moving average of the difference between
the customer and all customers to find the
suspected failure date. Variable of interest
is the difference in the pre/post difference
between the customer and their average
population profile.
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Table 10-3: Nearest Neighbors Difference-in-Difference Predictors
Name

Channel

Hypothesis

Normalized
Comparison of
Pre-Post
Channel 2
Output

Channel 2

Total daily channel 2 output
(normalized by system size)
relative to closest neighbors
will drop post-failure

Normalized
Comparison of
Pre-Post
Channel 2
Mean Output

Channel 2

Average daily channel 2 output
(normalized by system size)
relative to closest neighbors
will drop post-failure

Normalized
Comparison of
Pre-Post
Channel 1
Mean Output

Channel 1

Average daily channel 1 output
(normalized by system size)
relative to closest neighbors
will drop post-failure

Normalized
Comparison of
Pre-Post
Channel 2 Max
Output

Channel 2

Maximum daily channel 2
output (normalized by system
size) relative to closest
neighbors will drop post-failure

Weathernormalized
comparison of
Pre/Post
Channel 2
average output

Channel 2

Relative performance of
average daily channel 2 output
divided by average value of
each of the weather variables
(as proxies for cloud cover or
irradiance) compared to

1

2

3

4

5

Construction
Construct a ‘neighborhood’ of 50 closest
neighbors to customer suspected of
failing. Average their normalized daily
total channel 2 output and compare the 3day moving average of the difference
between the customer and their
neighborhood to find the suspected
failure date. Variable of interest is the
difference in the pre/post difference
between the customer and their average
neighborly profile.
Construct a ‘neighborhood’ of 50 closest
neighbors to customer suspected of
failing. Average their normalized average
total channel 2 outputs and compare the
3-day moving average of the difference
between the customer and their
neighborhood to find the suspected
failure date. Variable of interest is the
difference in the pre/post difference
between the customer and their average
neighborly profile.
Construct a ‘neighborhood’ of 50 closest
neighbors to customer suspected of
failing. Average their normalized average
total channel 1 output and compare the 3day moving average of the difference
between the customer and their
neighborhood to find the suspected
failure date. Variable of interest is the
difference in the pre/post difference
between the customer and their average
neighborly profile.
Construct a ‘neighborhood’ of 50 closest
neighbors to customer suspected of
failing. Average their normalized
maximum channel 2 output and compare
the 3-day moving average of the
difference between the customer and
their neighborhood to find the suspected
failure date. Variable of interest is the
difference in the pre/post difference
between the customer and their average
neighborly profile.
Construct a ‘neighborhood’ of 50 closest
neighbors to customer suspected of
failing. Average their weather-normalized
average channel 2 output and compare
the 3-day moving average of the
difference between the customer and
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Name
by
temperature,
dew point,
relative
humidity, cloud
cover and GHI

Channel

Hypothesis
closest neighbors will drop
post-failure

Construction
their neighborhood to find the suspected
failure date. Variable of interest is the
difference in the pre/post difference
between the customer and their average
neighborly profile.

Similar to the UI detection algorithm development process, the combination of predictors that has the
most predictive power with the least redundancy was determined by using a lasso regression. This
method was applied to each analysis dataset, yielding a different collection of predictors for each level
of post-failure data tested. The selected predictors were then used in a logistic regression to produce a
model for predicting whether a given customer has an underperforming PV system. The final model for
each level of post-failure data was then tested using the portion of the analysis dataset that was
withheld from the training process.
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11.0 Appendix E – PG&E Letter Template Sent to Customers that were
Identified to Have an Unauthorized PV Interconnection
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12.0 Appendix F – Potential Business Process to Manage Identified
Unauthorized Interconnection
The following proposed business process clarifies the proposed approach for contacting an unauthorized
interconnection customer. This approach is recommended as a starting point. As the process is
operationalized, additional insights may be captured to further improve and refine this process.

UI List Created

Create UI
Dashboard

UI Exceptions List

Electric Asset
Management

DAG Group

Business Process to Handle UI’s

Billing
Exceptions
Group

Receives UI List and
Dashboard

Resolves Billing
Related Exceptions

EGI

Receives UI list and
Dashboard

Resolves ENOS
Related Exceptions

DG Group

Create Tickets to
track the updates
and record on
spreadsheet

Sharepoint File Update

Update UI Exception
List

UI List/UI Exception
list/UI Dashboard

Contact Center

UI Found by Field
Personell Feedback

West Sac
Mailing Center

UI Found by
Communications
Feedback

Field
Operations

Initiate the Sending
of Communications
to the Customer

Email

Email

Send Letters to
Customers
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At a high level, PG&E coordinates across multiple work streams to execute the customer contact
process.
A monthly UI list is created and filtered for exceptions or inconsistencies using the Interconnection
report from the Interconnection team and the NEM flag as found in PG&E’s billing systems. A
spreadsheet is then created that that shows the status of the UIs. The UI spreadsheet then is used to
prioritize approaches for resolving UIs, while also researching and resolving any issues or exceptions
related to the interconnection database. Any exceptions related to billing and customer databases are
researched, resolved and cleaned.
The UI list is then re-evaluated and a final list leveraged for mailing customer letters. Additionally,
exceptions for UIs are managed, tickets are created to resolve exceptions, and the data may be
leveraged for forecasting solar penetration and voltage impact.
PG&E also handles customer calls – providing resolution for interconnecting customers’ behind the
meter solar PV system and identifying opportunities for making program improvements based on the
volume and content of the calls. Finally, reports of UIs may also be shared by field operations personnel
via email to be addressed by the UI management group.
As this is a new process, PG&E will be reviewing it for efficiency and customer feedback and adjusting
accordingly.
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